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THE LARGE DAVENPORT CONSTANT I:
GROUPS WITH A CYCLIC, INDEX 2 SUBGROUP
ALFRED GEROLDINGER AND DAVID J. GRYNKIEWICZ
Abstract. Let G be a finite group written multiplicatively. By a sequence over G, we mean a finite
sequence of terms from G which is unordered, repetition of terms allowed, and we say that it is a
product-one sequence if its terms can be ordered so that their product is the identity element of G. The
small Davenport constant d(G) is the maximal integer ℓ such that there is a sequence over G of length ℓ
which has no nontrivial, product-one subsequence. The large Davenport constant D(G) is the maximal
length of a minimal product-one sequence—this is a product-one sequence which cannot be factored
into two nontrivial, product-one subsequences. It is easily observed that d(G) + 1 ≤ D(G), and if G is
abelian, then equality holds. However, for non-abelian groups, these constants can differ significantly.
Now suppose G has a cyclic, index 2 subgroup. Then an old result of Olson and White (dating back
to 1977) implies that d(G) = 1
2
|G| if G is non-cyclic, and d(G) = |G| − 1 if G is cyclic. In this paper,
we determine the large Davenport constant of such groups, showing that D(G) = d(G) + |G′|, where
G′ = [G,G] ≤ G is the commutator subgroup of G.
1. Introduction and Main Result
Let G be a multiplicatively written, finite group. A sequence S over G means a finite sequence of
terms from G which is unordered, repetition of terms allowed. We say that S is a product-one sequence
if its terms can be ordered so that their product equals 1, the identity element of the group. The small
Davenport constant d(G) is the maximal integer ℓ such that there is a sequence over G of length ℓ which
has no nontrivial, product-one subsequence. The large Davenport constant D(G) is the maximal length
of a minimal product-one sequence—this is a product-one sequence which cannot be partitioned into two
nontrivial, product-one subsequences. A simple argument shows that d(G) + 1 ≤ D(G) ≤ |G|.
The problem of finding the precise value of the Davenport constant and what is now known as the
Erdo˝s–Ginzburg–Ziv Theorem became the starting points of Zero-Sum Theory. Since that time (dating
back to the early 1960s), it has developed into a flourishing branch of Additive and Combinatorial Number
Theory. We briefly discuss some of the motivation for these problems. For more detailed information,
we defer to the surveys [5, 9, 12] or the monographs [14, 17]. Apart from abelian groups, the Davenport
constant has also been studied for finite abelian (non-cancellative) semigroups (see [29], [14, Proposition
2.8.13]).
Although the main focus of Zero-Sum Theory has been on abelian groups, research was never restricted
to the abelian setting alone. To provide one example apart from the Davenport constant, let E(G) denote
the smallest integer ℓ guaranteeing that every sequence S over G of length |S| ≥ ℓ has a product-one
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subsequence of length |G|. Motivated by the classical Erdo˝s–Ginzburg–Ziv Theorem, the study of E(G)
has attracted much attention for non-abelian groups [31, 2, 11, 10]. In all cases studied so far (abelian
and non-abelian), it has turned out that E(G) = |G|+ d(G).
If G is a finite abelian group, then an easy observation shows that d(G) + 1 = D(G). Here there is
no difference between the combinatorially defined small davenport constant d(G) + 1 and the monoid
theoretic large Davenport Constant D(G). In this classical setting, the Davenport constant was first
introduced by Rogers [27] (though Davenport became more famous for promoting it) who pointed out a
connection between D(G) and irreducible elements in a ring of algebraic integers with ideal class group
isomorphic to G (see Section 2). His observation was deepened by Narkiewicz [22] whose paper was
the first step in the creation of a strong bridge between the arithmetic of Krull monoids and Additive
Combinatorics (via the associated monoid of zero-sum sequences over the class group; see [12] for a
survey).
The first attempts to study a Davenport constant in a non-abelian setting were carried out by Olson
and White [26], who defined the small Davenport constant of a non-abelian group and gave a general
upper bound that was shown to be tight for groups having a cyclic, index 2 subgroup; see Theorem 3.1.
However, the definition of the small Davenport constant is not as fully satisfying in this setting. The first
reason for this is simple: there is no monoid factorization interpretation of the small Davenport constant
over a non-abelian group. The second reason for this regards Invariant Theory and the Noether constant.
Let G be a finite group, let F be a field whose characteristic does not divide |G|, and let β(G) denote
the Noether constant, which is defined as the maximal degree of an invariant polynomial in a minimal
generating set of the invariant ring F[V ]G. When G is abelian, we have d(G)+1 = D(G). However, when
G is non-abelian, there are examples where d(G) + 1 < β(G), meaning the small Davenport constant
cannot be used for bounding β(G) from above. Attempting to rectify this problem, we have defined the
large Davenport constant simply by taking the natural monoid theoretic definition and extending it to
non-abelian groups. The natural conjecture is that d(G) + 1 ≤ β(G) ≤ D(G) might hold for groups in
general. By the results of the present paper, this conjecture holds for all groups having a cyclic, index 2
subgroup. For more on invariant theory and the Noether constant, we refer the reader to the monographs
[25, 24] or to more recent work [23, 15].
Our main result is the following theorem, in which we parallel the early result of Olson and White [26]
that determined the small Davenport constant of a finite group having a cyclic, index 2 subgroup, by
instead determining the large Davenport constant for all such groups. Theorem 1.1 covers dihedral groups,
semi-dihedral groups, and generalized quaternion or dicyclic groups, as well as many more. Building upon
the results of this paper, we will give more general upper bounds for D(G) in a sequel [16].
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a finite group having a cyclic, index 2 subgroup. Then
D(G) = d(G) + |G′| and d(G) =
{
|G| − 1 if G is cyclic
1
2 |G| if G is non-cyclic,
where G′ = [G,G] ≤ G is the commutator subgroup of G.
The paper is divided as follows. In Section 2, we introduce and adapt notation used for sequences
and sumsets over abelian groups and prove several basic facts. In Section 3, we give some general upper
bounds that can be used in conjunction with inductive arguments. Section 4 deals entirely with classical
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results for abelian groups, needed for later proofs, and the proof of one axillary lemma needed for handling
dicyclic groups. The main bulk of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is then carried out in Section 5, beginning
with an overview of the possible isomorphism classes of groups having a cyclic, index 2 subgroup.
2. Notation and Preliminaries
All intervals will be discrete, so for real numbers a, b ∈ R, we set [a, b] = {x ∈ Z : a ≤ x ≤ b}. If
A and B are sets, then whenever addition or multiplication between elements of A and B is allowed, we
define their sumset and product-set as
A+B = {a+ b : a ∈ A, b ∈ B} and AB = {ab : a ∈ A, b ∈ B}.
Of course, we use the abbreviations A+ g = {a+ g : a ∈ A}, Ag = {ag : a ∈ A} and gB = {gb : b ∈ B}
when dealing with a single element g for which the respective addition or multiplication is defined.
In our main applications, all groups will be finite, but we will encounter groups written both additively
and multiplicatively, reserving addition only for cases where it is a commutative operation. For the
moment, assume that G is a group written multiplicatively except when otherwise noted.
If A ⊂ G is a nonempty subset, then we use 〈A〉 ≤ G to denote the subgroup generated by A and use
H(A) := {g ∈ G : gA = A} to denote the left stabilizer of A. Then H(A) ≤ G is a subgroup, and A
is a union of right H(A)-cosets; moreover, H(A) ≤ G is the unique maximal subgroup H for which A is
a union of right H-cosets. Of course, if G is abelian, then we do not need to differentiate between left
and right stabilizers and simply speak of the stabilizer of A, and when G is written additively, we have
H(A) = {g ∈ G : g +A = A}. For n ≥ 1, we let Cn denote a cyclic group of order n.
Given a normal subgroup H ⊳G, we let
φH : G→ G/H
denote the canonical homomorphism. The index of a subgroup H ≤ G is denoted |G : H |. When G is
finite, |G : H | = |G|/|H |. We use standard notation for the following important subgroups:
Z(G) = {g ∈ G : gx = xg for all x ∈ G}⊳G is the center of G,
[x, y] = x−1y−1xy ∈ G is the commutator of the elements x, y ∈ G,
G′ = [G,G] = 〈[x, y] : x, y ∈ G〉⊳G is the commutator subgroup of G, and
CG(A) = CG(〈A〉) = {g ∈ G : ga = ag for all a ∈ A} ≤ G is the centralizer of A ⊂ G.
For a set P , we denote by F(P ) the free abelian monoid with basis P . Then every a ∈ F(P ) has a
unique representation in the form
a = p1 · . . . · pℓ =
∏
p∈P
pvp(a), where p1, . . . , pℓ ∈ P, vp(a) ∈ N0 and vp(a) = 0 for almost all p ∈ P ,
and we use all notation from elementary divisibility theory. In particular, vp(a) is the p-adic valuation of
a, supp(a) = {p ∈ P : vp(a) > 0} ⊂ P is the support of a, |a| = ℓ =
∑
p∈P vp(a) is the length of a, and
h(a) = max{vp(a) : p ∈ P}.
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Sequences Over Groups. These are our main objects of study. As it is traditional in Combinatorial
Number Theory, by a sequence over a group G we mean a finite, unordered sequence where the repetition
of elements is allowed. We view sequences over G as elements of the free abelian monoid F(G) (this
point of view provides many technical advantages and was pushed forward by applications of Zero-Sum
Theory in more algebraic fields, such as Multiplicative Ideal Theory and Factorization Theory; see the
monographs [14, 17] or the surveys [13, 19, 28, 1]). So we freely use all notation from free abelian monoids
for sequences, though for reason explained in the next paragraph, we denote multiplication in F(G) by the
boldsymbol · rather than by juxtaposition and use brackets for all exponentiation in F(G). In particular,
a sequence S ∈ F(G) has the form
S = g1 · . . . · gℓ = •
i∈[1,ℓ]
gi ∈ F(G) (1)
with the gi ∈ G the terms of S. The identity 1F(G) ∈ F(G) is called the empty or trivial sequence, which
is simply the sequence having no terms. For g ∈ G,
vg(S) = |{i ∈ [1, ℓ] : gi = g}| denotes the multiplicity of g in S,
h(S) = max{vg(S) : g ∈ G} denotes the maximum multiplicity of a term of S,
and T | S denotes that T is a subsequence of S. Of course, for T ∈ F(G), we have T |S if and only if
vg(T ) ≤ vg(S) for all g ∈ G, and in such case, T [−1] ·S or S ·T [−1] denotes the subsequence of S obtained
by removing the terms of T from S, i.e., vg(T
[−1]
· S) = vg(S)− vg(T ) for all g ∈ G.
In order to distinguish between the group operation in G and the sequence operation in F(G), we use
the boldsymbol · for the operation in F(G), so F(G) = (F(G), ·) (which coincides with the convention in
the monographs [14, 17]) and only denote multiplication in G by juxtaposition of elements. In particular,
if S1, S2 ∈ F(G) and g1, g2 ∈ G, then S1 · S2 ∈ F(G) has length |S1| + |S2|, S1 · g1 ∈ F(G) has length
|S1| + 1, g1g2 ∈ G is an element of G, but g1 · g2 ∈ F(G) is a sequence of length 2. In order to
avoid confusion between exponentiation of the group operation in G and exponentiation of the sequence
operation · in F(G), we use brackets to denote exponentiation in F(G):
g[k] = g · . . . · g︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
∈ F(G) and T [k] = T · . . . · T︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
∈ F(G),
for g ∈ G, T ∈ F(G) and k ∈ N0. When T [k] | S, we extend exponentiation to include negative exponents
by setting S ·T [−k] = S ·(T [k])[−1] ∈ F(G). In particular, if S ∈ F(G), g ∈ G and k ∈ Z with k ≥ −vg(S),
then S · g[k] ∈ F(G) has length |S|+ k.
Let S ∈ F(G) be a sequence notated as in (1). When G is written multiplicatively, we use
π(S) = {gτ(1) . . . gτ(ℓ) ∈ G : τ a permutation of [1, ℓ]} ⊂ G
to denote the set of products of S. In view of the basic properties of the commutator subgroup G′ =
[G,G] ≤ G, it is readily seen that
π(S) is contained in a G′-coset.
Note that |S| = 0 if and only if S is trivial, and in this case we use the convention that π(S) = {1}.
When G is written additively with commutative operation, we likewise let
σ(S) = g1 + . . .+ gℓ ∈ G
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denote the sum of S. More generally, for any integer n ≥ 0, the n-sums and n-products of S are
respectfully denoted by
Σn(S) = {σ(T ) : T |S and |T | = n} ⊂ G and Πn(S) =
⋃
T |S
|T |=n
π(T ) ⊂ G ,
and the subsequence sums and subsequence products of S are respectively denoted by
Σ(S) =
⋃
n≥1
Σn(T ) ⊂ G and Π(S) =
⋃
n≥1
Πn(T ) ⊂ G .
The sequence S is called
• a product-one sequence if 1 ∈ π(S),
• product-one free if 1 /∈ π(S).
Zero-sum and zero-sum free sequences are analogously defined when G is written additively using σ in
place of π and 0 in place of 1. Every map of groups ϕ : G → H extends to a monoid homomorphism
ϕ : F(G)→ F(H) by setting
ϕ(S) = ϕ(g1) · . . . · ϕ(gℓ) ∈ F(H) .
If ϕ is a group homomorphism, then ϕ(S) is a product-one sequence if and only if π(S) ∩Ker(ϕ) 6= ∅.
We use
B(G) = {S ∈ F(G) : 1 ∈ π(S)}
to denote the set of all product-one sequences. Clearly, B(G) ⊂ F(G) is a submonoid, hence a commu-
tative, cancellative semigroup with unit element, and we denote by A(G) = A
(
B(G)
)
the set of atoms
(irreducible elements) of B(G). In other words, A(G) consists of the minimal product-one sequences,
which are the nontrivial, product-one sequences that cannot be factored into two nontrivial, product-one
subsequences. We call
D(G) = sup{|S| : S ∈ A(G)} ∈ N ∪ {∞}
the large Davenport constant of G and
d(G) = sup{|S| : S ∈ F(G) is product-one free} ∈ N0 ∪ {∞}
the small Davenport constant of G.
Suppose that G is abelian. Then B(G) is a Krull monoid (for more on Krull monoids, see [18, 7, 8]).
More precisely (apart from the trivial case |G| = 2), the monoid B(G) is (up to isomorphism) the unique
reduced Krull monoid with class group G in which every class contains exactly one prime divisor. When
studying the arithmetic of general Krull monoids H (e.g., of integrally closed, noetherian domains) with
class group G, many questions can be reduced to the associated monoid B(G) of zero-sum sequences over
the class group [14, Section 3.4]. For instance, the large Davenport constant D(G) is the supremum over
all k for which there exists an atom u ∈ H which is a product of k prime divisors [14, Theorem 5.1.5]. For
rings of integers in algebraic number fields (which are Krull monoids), this was first observed by Rogers
in 1963 [27]. Thus, from the very beginning up to the latest applications, it has always been the large
Davenport constant which has been at the center of interest. In the abelian case, a simple argument
(see Lemma 2.4) shows that d(G) + 1 = D(G). Thus the small Davenport constant is a sufficient tool to
study the large Davenport constant for abelian groups. For general groups, we only have the inequality
d(G) + 1 ≤ D(G), and hence the study of the large Davenport constant requires additional efforts.
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Ordered Sequences Over Groups. These are an important tool used to study (unordered) sequences
over non-abelian groups. Indeed, it is quite useful to have related notation for sequences in which the
order of terms matters. Thus we let F∗(G) = (F∗(G), ·) denote the free (non-abelian) monoid with
basis G, whose elements will be called the ordered sequences over G. In other terminology, F∗(G) is the
semigroup of words on the alphabet G, and the elements are called words or strings.
Taking an ordered sequence in F∗(G) and considering all possible permutations of its terms gives rise
to a natural equivalence class in F∗(G), yielding a natural map
[·] : F∗(G)→ F(G)
given by abelianizing the sequence product in F∗(G). An ordered sequence S∗ ∈ F∗(G) with [S∗] = S is
called an ordering of the sequence S ∈ F(G).
All notation and conventions for sequences extend naturally to ordered sequences. In particular, every
map of groups ϕ : G→ H extends uniquely to a monoid homomorphism ϕ : F∗(G)→ F∗(H) and, for an
ordered sequence S∗ ∈ F∗(G) with S = [S∗], we set h(S∗) = h(S), supp(S∗) = supp(S), |S∗| = |S|, and
vg(S
∗) = vg(S) for every g ∈ G. Let
S∗ = g1 · . . . · gℓ ∈ F
∗(G)
be an ordered sequence. For every subset I ⊂ [1, ℓ], we set
S∗(I) = •
i∈I
gi ∈ F
∗(G), (2)
where the product is taken in the natural order given by I ⊂ Z, and every sequence of such a form in
F∗(G) is called an (ordered) subsequence of S∗. We use the abbreviation
S∗(x, y) = S∗([x, y])
for integers x, y ∈ Z. If I = ∅, then S∗(I) = 1F∗(G) is the identity of F
∗(G) (in other words, the empty
ordered sequence), and if T ∗ = S∗(I) with I ⊂ [1, ℓ] an interval, then we say that T ∗ ∈ F∗(G) is a
subsequence of consecutive terms, or simply a consecutive subsequence, and we indicate this by writing
T ∗ | S∗. If i ∈ [1, |S∗|], then
S∗(i) = S∗([i, i]) ∈ G denotes the i-th term of S∗.
Let π : F∗(G) → G denote the unique homomorphism that maps an ordered sequence onto its product
in G, so
π(S∗) =
ℓ∏
i=1
gi ∈ G.
If π(S∗) = 1, then S∗ is called a product-one ordered sequence.
By a factorization of S∗ ∈ F∗(G) of length r, we mean an r-tuple (S∗1 , . . . , S
∗
r ) of nontrivial, consecutive
subsequences S∗i | S
∗ such that S∗ = S∗1 · . . . · S
∗
r . Informally speaking, we may refer to S
∗ = S∗1 · . . . · S
∗
r
as a factorization of S∗ as well. Then, for each i ∈ [1, r], we have S∗i = S
∗(Ii) for some Ii ⊂ [1, |S|] such
that
r⋃
i=1
Ii = [1, |S|] and max Ij = min Ij+1 − 1 for j ∈ [1, r − 1].
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Given such a factorization of S∗, we can define a new ordered sequence
T ∗ = π(S∗1 ) · . . . · π(S
∗
r ) ∈ F
∗(G),
so T ∗ is obtained from S∗ by replacing consecutive subsequences with the product of their terms. It is
then readily noted that
π(T ∗) = π(S∗) and π([T ∗]) ⊂ π([S∗]).
Moreover, if [S∗] ∈ A(G) was an atom, then [T ∗] ∈ A(G) must remain an atom.
Basic Lemmas Regarding Sequences. We now prove several basic lemmas and observations that will
be needed repeatedly in the paper. The first two are rather straightforward but frequently needed.
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a group and let U∗ ∈ F∗(G) be an ordered sequence with π(U∗) = 1 and [U∗] ∈
A(G) an atom. Then there are no consecutive, product-one subsequences of U∗ that are proper and
nontrivial.
Proof. Observe that removing a consecutive, product-one subsequence from an ordered sequence does
not affect its product. Thus, if the product-one ordered sequence U∗ had a consecutive, product-one
subsequence that was proper and nontrivial, say U∗(I) with I ⊂ [1, |U∗|] an interval, then [U∗] =
[U∗(I)] · [U∗([1, |U∗|] \ I)] would be a factorization of [U∗] into two nontrivial, product-one subsequences,
contradicting that [U∗] ∈ A(G) is an atom. 
Lemma 2.2. Let G be group with G′ = [G,G] ≤ G its commutator subgroup, and let S ∈ F(G) be a
product-one sequence. If T | S is a subsequence with π(T ) ⊂ G′, then π(T [−1] · S) ⊂ G′. In particular, if
T | S is a product-one subsequence, then π(T [−1] · S) ⊂ G′.
Proof. As remarked earlier in the section, we know that every sequence R ∈ F(G) has π(R) contained
in a G′-coset. In other words, φG′(π(R)) is a single-element, and any product-one sequence R has
1 ∈ π(R) ⊂ G′. Thus π(S) ⊂ G′ and π(T ) ⊂ G′ follow from our hypotheses and, consequently,
φG′(π(T
−1
· S)) = φG′(π(T ))
−1φG′(π(S)) = {1}
−1{1} = {1},
which means π(T [−1] · S) ⊂ G′, as desired. 
The next lemma shows that a product-one ordered sequence can have its terms cyclically shifted while
preserving its product.
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a group and let S = g1 · . . . · gℓ ∈ F
∗(G) be a product-one ordered sequence. Then
gj · . . . · gℓ · g1 · . . . · gj−1 is also an product-one ordered sequence for every j ∈ [1, ℓ].
Proof. Let S′ = gℓ · g1 · . . . · gℓ−1 ∈ F
∗(G). Since S has product-one, we have
π(S′) = gℓg1 . . . gℓ−1 = gℓ(g1 . . . gℓ)g
−1
ℓ = gℓπ(S)g
−1
ℓ = gℓ1g
−1
ℓ = 1.
Therefore S′ is also a product-one ordered sequence. Iterating this argument ℓ− j + 1 times shows that
gj · . . . · gℓ · g1 · . . . · gj−1 is a product-one ordered sequence, as desired. 
The next lemma is proved by a standard argument. In particular, the statements for abelian groups
are well-known. We provide the full proof so that the reader may become acquainted with the notation.
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a group.
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1. If G is finite, then every ordered sequence S ∈ F∗(G) of length |S| ≥ |G| has a consecutive,
product-one subsequence that is nontrivial. In particular, we have d(G) + 1 ≤ D(G) ≤ |G|.
2. G is finite if and only if d(G) is finite.
3. If G is finite abelian, then d(G) + 1 = D(G).
4. If G is finite cyclic, then d(G) + 1 = D(G) = |G|.
Proof. 1. Let S ∈ F∗(G) be an ordered sequence of length |S| = ℓ ≥ |G|. For j ∈ [1, ℓ], we consider the
elements π
(
S(1, j)
)
∈ G. If π
(
S(1, j)
)
= 1 for some j ∈ [1, ℓ], then S(1, j) is the desired consecutive,
product-one subsequence. Otherwise, ℓ = |S| ≥ |G| together with the pigeonhole principle guarantees
that there are j, k ∈ [1, ℓ] with j < k and π
(
S(1, j)
)
= π
(
S(1, k)
)
, and then S(j + 1, k) is the desired
consecutive, product-one subsequence.
It is now clear from Lemma 2.1 that D(G) ≤ |G|. If S ∈ F(G) is product-one free and g ∈ π(S), then
S · g−1 ∈ A(G), and hence d(G) + 1 ≤ D(G).
2. By Item 1, it suffices to show that d(G) = ∞ when |G| = ∞. Suppose that G is infinite and let
S ∈ F(G) be product-one free. If we can show that there is a product-one free sequence of length |S|+1,
then the assertion follows. Since G is infinite but |π(S)| ≤ 2|S| <∞, there is an element g−1 ∈ G \Π(S),
and we assert that S · g−1 is product-one free. Assume to the contrary that 1 ∈ Π(S · g−1). Then, since
S is product-one free, there must exist a product-one subsequence T | S · g−1 with g−1 ∈ supp(T ). Let
T ∗ = g1 · . . . · g|T | ∈ F
∗(G) be an ordering of T such that π(T ∗) = 1. Then, by Lemma 2.3, we can
w.l.o.g. assume T ∗(1) = g−1, i.e., that g1 = g
−1, whence g = g−11 = g2 . . . g|T | ∈ π(T · (g
−1)[−1]) ⊂ Π(S),
contradicting that g ∈ G \Π(S). So S · g−1 is product-one free as claimed, completing the proof of Item
2.
3. Let U ∈ A(G) be an atom with |U | = D(G) and let g ∈ supp(G). Now consider S = U · g[−1]. Then
|S| = |U |−1 = D(G)−1, and it suffices in view of Item 1 to show that S is product-one free. Assuming this
fails, then there must be a nontrivial, product-one subsequence T | S. Since S | U is a proper subsequence,
this ensures that T | U is a proper, nontrivial, product-one subsequence of U . However, since G is abelian
with T and U both product-one sequences, we have π(T [−1] ·U) = π(T )π(T [−1] ·U) = π(U) = 1, so that
U = T · (T [−1] · U) is a factorization of U into two nontrivial, product-one subsequences, contradicting
that U ∈ A(G) is an atom. Thus S is product-one free, completing the proof of Item 3 as noted above.
4. If g ∈ G with ord(g) = |G|, then the sequence S = g[|G|−1] ∈ F(G) is product-one free, hence
|G| − 1 ≤ d(G), and thus the assertion follows from Item 1. 
We are not aware of a finite, non-abelian group with d(G) + 1 = D(G) (see also Lemma 3.4). Next we
give a characterization for the large Davenport constant.
Lemma 2.5. Let G be a finite group. Then D(G) is the smallest integer ℓ ∈ N with the following property :
for every sequence S ∈ F(G) of length |S| ≥ ℓ and every x ∈ π(S), there exists a nontrivial, product-one
subsequence T | S with x ∈ π(T [−1] · S) and |T | ≤ ℓ.
Proof. First we show that D(G) has the required property. Suppose S ∈ F(G) with |S| ≥ D(G) and
let x ∈ π(S). Then S · x−1 ∈ F(G) is a product-one sequence with length |S · x−1| = |S| + 1 > D(G).
Repeatedly applying the definition of D(G) to the product-one sequence S · x−1 results in a factorization
S · x−1 = T1 · . . . · Tr with Ti ∈ A(G) atoms having
1 ≤ |Ti| ≤ D(G) for i ∈ [1, r]. (3)
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Since |S · x−1| > D(G), it follows that r ≥ 2. Without restriction, we may assume x−1 ∈ supp(T1), and
then it is clear that T2 · . . . · Tr | S is a nontrivial, product-one subsequence (in view of r ≥ 2) with
(T2 · . . . · Tr)
[−1]
· S = T1 · (x
−1)[−1]. (4)
Since T1 is a product-one sequence, there is an ordering of the terms of T1 having product 1, say T1 =
x1 · . . . · xn with x1 . . . xn = 1. In view of Lemma 2.3, we can cyclically shift the ordering so that
x−1 ∈ supp(T1) is the first term while preserving that the product of terms is 1, i.e., we may w.l.o.g.
assume x1 = x
−1. But now it is clear using (4) that
x = x−11 = x2 . . . xn−1 ∈ π(T1 · x
[−1]
1 ) = π(T1 · (x
−1)[−1]) = π((T2 · . . . · T2)
[−1]
· S) ⊂ π(T
[−1]
2 · S).
Thus, in view of (3), it follows that T = T2 is the desired product-one subsequence of S.
To show that D(G) is the smallest integer with the desired property, consider an atom U ∈ A(G) with
|U | = D(G) and an element x−1 ∈ supp(U), say U = S · x−1 where S ∈ F(G) with |S| = D(G) − 1.
Moreover, as argued above using Lemma 2.3, we have x ∈ π(S). If by contradiction S contained a
nontrivial, product-one subsequence T | S with x ∈ π(T [−1]·S), then U = T ·
(
T [−1]·S·x−1
)
= T ·
(
T [−1]·U
)
would be a factorization of U into nontrivial, product-one subsequences, contradicting that U ∈ A(G) is
an atom. 
Finally, we need the concept of a setpartition. Let P be a set and let Q be the set of finite and nonempty
subsets of P . The elements of S(P ) := F(Q) are called setpartitions over P , and an n-setpartition, where
n ≥ 0, is simply a setpartition A ∈ S(P ) having length |A| = n. In other words, an n-setpartition
A = A1 · . . . · An ∈ S(P ) is a sequence of n finite and nonempty subsets Ai ⊂ P . The setpartition
A ∈ S(P ) naturally partitions the sequence
S(A) = •
i∈[1,n]
•
a∈Ai
a ∈ F(P ) ,
and A is said to have its terms being of as near equal a size as possible if
|Ai| ∈
{⌊
|S(A)|
n
⌋
,
⌈
|S(A)|
n
⌉}
for all i ∈ [1, n] .
A sequence S ∈ F(P ) is said to have an n-setpartition if there is an n-setpartition A ∈ S(P ) with
S(A) = S. The following is the standard existence result for setpartitions. It can be found in [17,
Proposition 10.2] or [4].
Lemma 2.6. Let P be a set, let S ∈ F(P ) be a sequence over P , and let ℓ ≥ 0 and n ≥ 1 be integers.
Then there is a subsequence S′ | S with |S′| = ℓ+ n having an n-setpartition if and only if
|S| ≥ ℓ+ n and, for every nonempty subset X ⊂ P with |X | ≤ ℓ−1n + 1,
there are at most |S| − ℓ+ (|X | − 1)n terms of S from X.
Moreover, if this is the case, then S′ has an n-setpartition with terms of as near equal a size as possible.
In particular, S has an n-setpartition if and only if h(S) ≤ n ≤ |S|, and if this is the case, then S has
an n-setpartition with terms of as near equal a size as possible.
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3. General Upper Bounds
We begin with the following upper bound of Olson and White [26] for the small Davenport constant.
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a finite, noncyclic group. Then
d(G) ≤
1
2
|G|
with equality if G contains a cyclic, index 2 subgroup.
The following gives an inductive upper bound for the large Davenport constant. We are indebted to
an anonymous referee for having suggested the key idea at the heart of its proof.
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a finite group and let H ≤ G be a subgroup. Then
D(G) ≤ D(H)|G : H |.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.4. We need to show that |U | ≤ D(H)|G : H | for all
U ∈ A(G). Assume by contradiction that there is some U ∈ A(G) with |U | > D(H)|G : H |. Since
U ∈ A(G), there exists a product-one ordered sequence U∗ ∈ F∗(G) with [U∗] = U .
For every j ∈ [1, |U |], we consider the elements π
(
U∗(1, j)
)
∈ G. Since |U | > D(H)|G : H |, the
pigeonhole principle guarantees that there exists some left H-coset, say gH , for which π
(
U∗(1, j)
)
∈ gH
holds for at least D(H) + 1 values of j ∈ [1, |U |]. Let j1 < j2 < . . . < jr, where r ≥ D(H) + 1, be all
those indices ji ∈ [1, |U |] with π
(
U∗(1, ji)
)
∈ gH . Our next goal is to show that, by cyclically shifting
the ordered sequence U∗, we can w.l.o.g. assume jr = |U |.
Consider the ordered sequence U ′
∗
= U∗(jr + 1, |U |) · U∗(1, jr) ∈ F∗(G). Clearly, we have [U ′
∗
] =
[U∗] = U . However, we also have
π
(
U ′
∗
)
= π
(
U∗(jr + 1, |U |)
)
π
(
U∗(1, jr)
)
= π
(
U∗(jr + 1, |U |)
)
π
(
U∗
)
π
(
U∗(jr + 1, |U |)
)−1
= π
(
U∗(jr + 1, |U |)
)
1π
(
U∗(jr + 1, |U |)
)−1
= 1.
Thus U ′
∗
is a product-one ordered sequence with [U ′
∗
] = U . Moreover, letting s = |U∗(jr + 1, |U∗|)| =
|U∗| − jr and g
′ = π
(
U∗(jr + 1, |U
∗|)
)
, we see (in view of the definition of the ji) that
π
(
U ′
∗
(1, ji + s)
)
= g′π
(
U(1, ji)
)
∈ g′gH for all i ∈ [1, r].
Consequently, repeating the above arguments using the ordered sequence U ′∗ in place of U∗ allows us to
w.l.o.g. assume jr = |U∗|. But then 1 = π(U∗) = π
(
U∗(1, |U∗|)
)
= π
(
U∗(1, jr)
)
∈ gH forces gH = H .
Thus we now have
π
(
U∗(1, ji)
)
∈ H for i ∈ [1, r]. (5)
Let U∗i = U
∗(ji−1 + 1, ji) ∈ F∗(G) for i ∈ [1, r], where j0 := 0. Since jr = |U |, we have
U∗1 · . . . · U
∗
r = U
∗. (6)
In view of (5), we have
π(U∗1 ), π(U
∗
1 · U
∗
2 ), π(U
∗
1 · U
∗
2 · U
∗
3 ), . . . , π(U
∗
1 · . . . · U
∗
r ) ∈ H.
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A simple inductive argument now shows
π(U∗i ) ∈ H for all i ∈ [1, r]. (7)
In view of (6) and (7), consider the sequence S = π(U∗1 ) · . . . ·π(U
∗
r ) ∈ F(H). Since π(U
∗
1 ) . . . π(U
∗
r ) =
π(U∗1 · . . . · U
∗
r ) = π(U
∗) = 1, we see that S ∈ B(H). However, since |S| = r ≥ D(H) + 1, the definition
of D(H) ensures that we have some factorization of S, say
S = •
i∈I
π(U∗i ) •
i∈[1,r]\I
π(U∗i ),
where I ⊂ [1, r], with both •
i∈I
π(U∗i ) and •
i∈[1,r]\I
π(U∗i ) nontrivial, product-one sequences over H ≤ G.
But then it is clear that both
[
•
i∈I
U∗i
]
and
[
•
i∈[1,r]\I
U∗i
]
are nontrivial, product-one sequences over G,
whence the factorization (in view of (6))
U = [U∗] =
[
•
i∈I
U∗i
]
·
[
•
i∈[1,r]\I
U∗i
]
contradicts that U ∈ A(G) is an atom, completing the proof. 
A similar argument to that of Theorem 3.2 gives the following result.
Theorem 3.3. Let G be a finite group and let H ⊳G be a normal subgroup with H ∩ G′ = {1}, where
G′ = [G,G] ≤ G is the commutator subgroup of G. Then
D(G) ≤ D(H)D(G/H).
Proof. Assume by contradiction that there is some atom U ∈ A(G) with |U | > D(H)D(G/H). Since U is
a product-one sequence, we have 1 ∈ π(U) ⊂ G′. Since |U | > D(H)D(G/H), repeatedly applying Lemma
2.5 to the product-one sequence φH(U) ∈ F(G/H) taking x = 1 each time yields a factorization
U = U1 · . . . · Ur with π(Ui) ∩H 6= ∅ for i ∈ [1, r] and r > D(H).
Since π(Ui) ∩ H 6= ∅ for i ∈ [1, r], it follows that each Ui ∈ F(G) has an ordering U∗i ∈ F
∗(G), so
[U∗i ] = Ui, such that π(U
∗
i ) ∈ H . As a result, π(U
∗
1 ) . . . π(U
∗
r ) ∈ H . However, we also have
π(U∗1 ) . . . π(U
∗
r ) ∈ π([U
∗
1 · . . . · U
∗
r ]) = π(U) ⊂ G
′.
Thus, in view of the hypothesis H ∩G′ = {1}, it follows that π(U∗1 ) . . . π(U
∗
r ) = 1. But this shows that
U ′ := π(U∗1 ) · . . . · π(U
∗
r ) ∈ F(H)
is a product-one sequence of length r > D(H). Consequently, the definition of D(H) ensures that there
is a factorization
U ′ =
(
•
i∈I
π(U∗i )
)
·
(
•
i∈[1,r]\I
π(U∗i )
)
with
(
•
i∈I
π(U∗i )
)
and
(
•
i∈[1,r]\I
π(U∗i )
)
both nontrivial, product-one subsequences of U ′, where I ⊂ [1, r].
But then U =
[
•
i∈I
U∗i
]
·
[
•
i∈[1,r]\I
U∗i
]
is a factorization of U into 2 nontrivial, product-one subsequences,
contradicting that U ∈ A(G) is an atom. 
Next, we give an upper bound in the case when G is nearly abelian.
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Lemma 3.4. Let G be a finite group with commutator subgroup G′ = [G,G] ≤ G. Suppose |G′| ≤ 2.
Then
D(G) ≤ d(G) + |G′|.
Proof. If |G′| = 1, then G is abelian and d(G)+1 = D(G) holds by Lemma 2.4. Therefore we may assume
|G′| = 2. Assume by contradiction that we have an atom U ∈ A(G) with
|U | = D(G) ≥ d(G) + |G′|+ 1 = d(G) + 3. (8)
If all the terms of U commute with each other, then supp(U) generates an abelian group, whence
|U | ≤ D(〈supp(U)〉) = d(〈supp(U)〉) + 1 ≤ d(G) + 1,
contrary to (8). Therefore we may assume there are terms x, y ∈ supp(U) which do not commute with
each other: xy 6= yx. Let T = x · y ∈ F(G) be the subsequence consisting of these 2 terms. Since the
terms of T do not commute with each other, we have |π(T )| = 2 = |G′|, and since π(T ) must be contained
in a G′-coset (as noted in Section 2), this ensures that π(T ) is an entire G′-coset. In view of (8), we
have |T [−1] · U | = |U | − 2 ≥ d(G) + 1. Thus the definition of d(G) ensures that there is a nontrivial,
product-one subsequence R | T [−1] · U . From Lemma 2.2, we know that π(R[−1] · U) ⊂ G′. Thus, since
|π(T )| = |G′| with T | R[−1] · U , we conclude that π(R[−1] · U) = G′. In particular, 1 ∈ π(R[−1] · U),
meaning R[−1] · U is also a product-one subsequence, which is nontrivial in view of T | R[−1] · U and
|T | = 2. But now U = R · (R[−1] · U) is a factorization of U into 2 nontrivial, product-one subsequences,
contradicting that U ∈ A(G) is an atom. 
4. Some Tools from Additive Theory
In this section, we present the results from Additive Theory needed for Theorem 1.1. To simplify
notation, all groups in this section will be abelian and written additively. We begin with the classical
Cauchy-Davenport Theorem [17, Theorem 6.2] .
Theorem 4.1 (Cauchy-Davenport Theorem). Let G be an abelian group of prime order p and let
A1, . . . , An ⊂ G be nonempty subsets. Then
|
n∑
i=1
Ai| ≥ min{p,
n∑
i=1
|Ai| − n+ 1}.
Next, we state the following special case of either the DeVos-Goddyn-Mohar Theorem or the Partition
Theorem (see [17, Chapters 13 and 14] or [6]).
Theorem 4.2. Let G be an abelian group, let S ∈ F(G) be a sequence, let n ∈ [1, |S|], and let H =
H(Σn(S)). Then
|Σn(S)| ≥
( ∑
g∈G/H
min{n, vg
(
φH(S)
)
} − n+ 1
)
|H |. (9)
For the proof of Theorem 1.1, the case when G is isomorphic to the dicyclic group Q4p of order 4p
with p ≥ 3 prime proves to be particularly difficult. One of the key ideas for handling this case is to
reduce the basic product-one question for the non-abelian group Q4p into a more complicated zero-sum
question over the abelian group C2p: Lemma 4.3. However, we first need some additional notation.
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Given an additively written, abelian group G, we let
2G = {2g : g ∈ G} ≤ G
denote the homomorphic image of G under the multiplication by 2 homomorphism. Likewise, given a
sequence S = g1 · . . . · gℓ ∈ F(G), we let
2S = 2g1 · . . . · 2gℓ ∈ F(2G).
For the following lemma, we will make use of the fact that⋃
T |S, |T |=n
(
σ(T )− σ(S · T [−1])
)
= Σn(2S)− σ(S) (10)
for any sequence S ∈ F(G) with |S| ≥ n ≥ 1—the equality follows routinely from the definitions involved.
We remark that Lemma 4.3 remains true without assuming p ≥ 2 is prime. However, the proof is
much more technical and requires a somewhat detailed case distinction for defining and dealing with the
subsequence S′ in the proof. As we only need the case when p is prime, we have opted to present the
simplified proof. Moreover, we will actually show Lemma 4.3 holds with |U1| = |U2| ≤ 2.
Lemma 4.3. Let G be a cyclic group of order |G| = 2p with p ≥ 2 prime, let x ∈ G be the unique
element with ord(x) = 2, and let S ∈ F(G) be a sequence of even length |S| ≥ 2p+ 4. Suppose there is a
factorization
S = T1 · T2 with |T1| = |T2| =
1
2
|S| and σ(T1)− σ(T2) = |T1|x,
where T1, T2 ∈ F(G). Then there is a factorization S = U1 · U2 · V1 · V2, where U1, U2, V1, V2 ∈ F(G)
are nontrivial, such that
|U1| = |U2|, |V1| = |V2|, σ(U1)− σ(U2) = |U1|x and σ(V1)− σ(V2) = |V1|x . (11)
Proof. Let |S| = 2ℓ ≥ 2p+ 4 ≥ 8, so that
|T1| = |T2| = ℓ ≥ p+ 2 ≥ 4. (12)
Note x = −x and
|T1|x =
{
0, if |T1| = ℓ is even
x, if |T1| = ℓ is odd.
If g ∈ supp(T1) with g + x ∈ supp(T2) for some g ∈ G, then the lemma follows setting U1 = g,
U2 = x+ g, V1 = T1 · g
[−1] and V2 = T2 · (x + g)
[−1]—in view of the hypotheses |T1| = |T2| = ℓ ≥ 2 and
σ(T1)− σ(T2) = |T1|x. Likewise, if there is some g ∈ G with vg(T1), vg(T2) ≥ 2, then the lemma follows
setting U1 = U2 = g
[2], V1 = T1 · g
[−2] and V2 = T2 · g
[−2]—in view of |T1| = |T2| = ℓ ≥ 3. Therefore, we
may assume
(supp(T1) + x) ∩ supp(T2) = ∅ and (13)
min{vg(T1), vg(T2)} ≤ 1 for all g ∈ G. (14)
In particular,
h(S) = h(T1 · T2) ≤ max{|T1|+ 1, |T2|+ 1} = ℓ+ 1. (15)
Since G ∼= C2p, given any α ∈ G, there are exactly 2 distinct elements g, h ∈ G such that 2g = 2h = α.
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Observing that it suffices to prove the lemma for any translated sequence −g + S, where g ∈ G
(the conclusions and hypotheses of the lemma are translation invariant), we may w.l.o.g. translate our
sequence S so that
v0(2S) = h(2S). (16)
Note that
2S ∈ F(2G) with 2G ∼= Cp.
If h(2S) ≤ 2, then (12) gives 2p+ 4 ≤ 2ℓ = |S| = |2S| ≤ h(2S)|2G| ≤ 2p, a contradiction. Therefore
we have
v0(2S) = h(2S) ≥ 3. (17)
By translating by −x if need be, which preserves (16) since 2x = 0, we may w.l.o.g. assume
v0(S) ≥ vx(S). (18)
We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: x ∈ supp(S).
In view of x ∈ supp(S) and (18), we have 0, x ∈ supp(S). Set S′ = S ·0[−1] ·x[−1] and ℓ′ = 12 |S
′| = ℓ−1.
Since 0, x ∈ supp(S), it follows from (13) that either supp(T1) ∩ {0, x} = ∅ or supp(T2) ∩ {0, x} = ∅.
Combining this with (16), we conclude that
h(2S) = v0(2S) ≤ max{|T1|, |T2|} = ℓ. (19)
We will show that
ℓ′x ∈
⋃
T |S′, |T |=ℓ′
(
σ(T )− σ(S′ · T [−1])
)
= Σℓ′(2S
′)− σ(S′), (20)
where the equality above was noted in (10). Once (20) is established, we will know there exists some
subsequence T | S′ = S · 0[−1] · x[−1] such that
ℓ′ = |T | = 2ℓ′ − ℓ′ = |S′| − |T | = |S′ · T [−1]| and σ(T )− σ(S′ · T [−1]) = ℓ′x = |T |x,
whence the lemma will follow setting U1 = 0, U2 = x, V1 = T and V2 = S
′
· T [−1]. Thus it remains to
establish (20) for the sequence S′ to complete Case 1. For this, we apply Theorem 4.2 to Σℓ′(2S
′).
In view of the hypotheses S = T1 · T2 with σ(T1)− σ(T2) = |T1|x = ℓx, we know
σ(S) = 2σ(T2) + ℓx = 2σ(T2) + ℓ
′x+ x.
Thus
σ(S′) + ℓ′x = σ(S)− x+ ℓ′x = 2σ(T2) + 2ℓ
′x = 2σ(T2) ∈ 2G.
Consequently, if Σℓ′(2S
′) = 2G, then 2σ(T2) = σ(S
′) + ℓ′x ∈ Σℓ′(2S
′) follows, yielding (20), as desired.
Therefore we may assume
|Σℓ′(2S
′)| ≤ |2G| − 1 = p− 1. (21)
Consequently, since 2G ∼= Cp has no nontrivial, proper subgroups, we must have H(Σℓ′(2S′)) trivial.
Since H(Σℓ′(2S
′)) is trivial and ℓ′ = ℓ − 1 ≥ p + 1 (by (12)), Theorem 4.2 will contradict (21) if 2S′
contains 2 distinct terms each having multiplicity at least ℓ′ + 1. Thus there can be at most one distinct
term with multiplicity at least ℓ′ + 1 in 2S′. Furthermore, Theorem 4.2 will again contradict (21) unless
such a term from 2S′ exists having multiplicity at least 2ℓ′− p+2 = 2ℓ− p ≥ ℓ+2, where the inequality
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follows from (12). However the latter contradicts (19) in view of the trivial inequality h(2S′) ≤ h(2S),
completing Case 1.
Case 2: x /∈ supp(S).
Since x /∈ supp(S), it follows from (17) that
v0(S) = v0(S) + vx(S) = v0(2S) ≥ 3.
If h(S · 0[−2]) ≤ 1, then it follows in view of the case hypothesis that
2p+ 2 ≤ |S| − 2 = |S · 0[−2]| ≤ |G \ {x}| = 2p− 1,
a contradiction. Therefore we must instead have some g ∈ supp(S · 0[−2]) with vg(S · 0
[−2]) ≥ 2, allowing
us to define S′ := S · 0[−2] · g[−2]. Let ℓ′ = ℓ − 2 = 12 |S
′|. Note that S′ is nontrivial in view of
|S| = 2ℓ ≥ 2p+4 ≥ 8. For the moment, g ∈ supp(S · 0[−2]) is an arbitrary element with vg(S · 0[−2]) ≥ 2.
We will choose g more carefully later in the proof.
Next, we will show that
ℓ′x ∈
⋃
T |S′, |T |=ℓ′
(
σ(T )− σ(S′ · T [−1])
)
= Σℓ′(2S
′)− σ(S′), (22)
where the equality above was noted in (10). Once (22) is established, we will know there exists some
subsequence T | S′ = S · 0[−2] · g[−2] such that
ℓ′ = |T | = 2ℓ′ − ℓ′ = |S′| − |T | = |S′ · T [−1]| and σ(T )− σ(S′ · T [−1]) = ℓ′x = |T |x,
whence the lemma will follow setting U1 = 0 · g, U2 = 0 · g, V1 = T and V2 = S
′
·T [−1]. Thus it remains
to establish (22) for the sequence S′ to complete Case 2. For this, we apply Theorem 4.2 to Σℓ′(2S
′).
In view of the hypotheses S = T1 · T2 with σ(T1)− σ(T2) = |T1|x = ℓx, we know
σ(S) = 2σ(T2) + ℓx = 2σ(T2) + (ℓ− 2)x = 2σ(T2) + ℓ
′x.
Thus
σ(S′) + ℓ′x = σ(S)− 2g + ℓ′x = 2σ(T2)− 2g + 2ℓ
′x = 2σ(T2)− 2g ∈ 2G.
Consequently, if Σℓ′(2S
′) = 2G, then σ(S′) + ℓ′x ∈ Σℓ′(2S
′) follows, yielding (22), as desired. Therefore
we may assume
|Σℓ′(2S
′)| ≤ |2G| − 1 = p− 1. (23)
Consequently, since 2G ∼= Cp has no nontrivial, proper subgroups, we must have H(Σℓ′(2S′)) trivial, in
which case Theorem 4.2 yields
|Σℓ′(2S
′)| ≥
∑
y∈2G
min{ℓ′, vy(2S
′)} − ℓ′ + 1. (24)
Since ℓ′ = ℓ − 2 ≥ p holds by (12), we see that if there are 2 distinct terms of 2S′ each having
multiplicity at least ℓ′ + 1, then (24) will contradict (23). Therefore, there is at most one distinct term
of 2S′ having multiplicity at least ℓ′ + 1. Moreover, (24) will again contradict (23) unless such a term of
2S′ exists having multiplicity at least 2ℓ′ − p+ 2 = 2ℓ− p− 2. Thus
h(2S′) ≥ 2ℓ− p− 2 ≥ ℓ, (25)
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where the latter inequality follows from (12). In view of our case hypothesis, (16) and (15), it follows
that
h(2S′) ≤ h(2S) = v0(2S) = v0(S) ≤ ℓ+ 1.
Suppose h(2S) = v0(2S) = ℓ+1. Then all nonzero elements will have multiplicity at most |2S|−ℓ−1 =
ℓ−1 in 2S, and thus also in 2S′, while v0(2S′) ≤ v0(2S)−2 = ℓ−1 follows in view of S′ = S ·0[−2] ·g[−2].
In such case, it follows that h(2S′) ≤ ℓ − 1, contradicting (25). So we must have h(2S) = v0(2S) ≤ ℓ.
On the other hand, if h(2S) ≤ ℓ− 1, then (25) will again be contradicted in view of the trivial inequality
h(2S′) ≤ h(2S). So we conclude that
h(2S) = v0(2S) = ℓ.
Now v0(2S
′) ≤ v0(2S) − 2 = ℓ − 2. Thus (25) ensures that there must be a nonzero element having
multiplicity at least ℓ in 2S′, and thus also in 2S. Since 0 also has multiplicity at least ℓ in 2S with
|2S| = |S| = 2ℓ, this is only possible if |supp(2S)| = 2 with both elements from supp(2S) having
multiplicity ℓ in 2S. As a result, since ℓ ≥ p + 2 ≥ 3, the pigeonhole principle guarantees that we
can take g with 2g 6= 0 when defining S′ = S · 0[−2] · g[−2], whence v0(2S′) = v0(2S) − 2 = ℓ − 2 and
v2g(2S
′) = v2g(2S)− 2 = ℓ− 2 follow, contradicting (25) for the final time. 
5. Groups with a Cyclic, Index 2 Subgroup
In this section, we determine the large Davenport constant of all finite groups containing a cyclic, index
2 subgroup. Despite the simple formulation of Theorem 1.1, we will need some specialized information
regarding the isomorphism classes of such groups. Thus we summarize their classification in a form
suitable for our needs. The main result is Theorem 5.3, which is taken from a recent monograph by
Jones, Kwak, and Xu [21, Section 3.4.3]. We start with a lemma which is slightly stronger than the
classical result by Ho¨lder. The lemma follows from the characterization given in the above monograph;
we have pulled it out for clarity. Ho¨lder’s Theorem can be found in [30, Chap. III, §7] or [20, Chapter 7].
Lemma 5.1. Let G be a finite group of order |G| = 2n = 2s+1m, where gcd(2,m) = 1, s ≥ 0, m ≥ 1,
and n = 2sm. Suppose G has a cyclic, index 2 subgroup. Then G has a presentation of one of the
following forms:
(A) G = 〈α, τ | αn = 1, ατ = ταr , τ2 = 1〉,
(B) G = 〈α, τ | αn = 1, ατ = ταr , τ2 = α
1
2
n〉, or
(C) G = 〈α, τ | αn = 1, ατ = ταr , τ2 = αm〉
for some r ∈ [1, n] with (B) only possible if s ≥ 1. In particular,
G = {1, α, α2, . . . , αn−1} ∪ {τ, τα, τα2, . . . , ταn−1} .
Of course, not all values of r ∈ [1, n] are possible nor necessarily give rise to non-isomorphic groups.
However, throughout this section, we will use the format given by Lemma 5.1 for G, saying that G has
type (A) if it has a presentation given by (A) in Lemma 5.1, and likewise defining types (B) and (C).
Note that if G is of type (C) with r = 1, then ord(τα) = 2n, which corresponds to when G is cyclic.
Also, when s = 0, type (C) coincides with type (A), and when s = 1, type (C) coincides with type (B).
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Type (C) is really only needed when s ≥ 2, but it will be convenient to state Lemma 5.1 with this slight
amount of overlap between types.
In order to unify the notation in the proofs and statements of theorems in this section, we list a set of
assumptions regarding hypotheses and notation that we will use throughout this section. The importance
of the parameters n−, n+, m− and m+ will become apparent later in the section.
General Assumptions for Section 5
• G is a finite group of order |G| = 2n = 2s+1m, where gcd(2,m) = 1, s ≥ 0, m ≥ 1, and n = 2sm.
• G has a cyclic, index 2 subgroup, notated as in Lemma 5.1, with parameter r ∈ [1, n].
• G′ = [G,G] ≤ G is the commutator subgroup of G.
• P ≤ G is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.
• n− = gcd(r − 1, n) and n = n+n−.
• m− = gcd(r − 1,m) and m+ = gcd(r + 1,m).
We continue with the characterization for 2-groups, which can be found in many standard texts (e.g.,
[3, Theorem 1.2]). The general case (Theorem 5.3) follows by routine arguments from the 2-group case.
Lemma 5.2. Let G satisfy the General Assumptions for Section 5. Suppose G is a 2-group, so m = 1
and G = P . Then G is isomorphic to one of the following non-isomorphic groups.
(i) s ≥ 0 and G is a cyclic group:
G ∼= C2s+1 = 〈α, τ | α
2s = 1, ατ = τα, τ2 = α〉.
(ii) s ≥ 1 and G is an abelian but non-cyclic group:
G ∼= C2 × C2s = 〈α, τ | α
2s = 1, ατ = τα, τ2 = 1〉.
(iii) s ≥ 2 and G is a dihedral group:
G ∼= D2s+1 = 〈α, τ | α
2s = 1, ατ = τα−1, τ2 = 1〉.
(iv) s ≥ 2 and G is a generalized quaternion group:
G ∼= Q2s+1 = 〈α, τ | α
2s = 1, ατ = τα−1, τ2 = α2
s−1
〉.
(v) s ≥ 3 and G is a semi-dihedral group:
G ∼= SD2s+1 = 〈α, τ | α
2s = 1, ατ = τα−1+2
s−1
, τ2 = 1〉.
(vi) s ≥ 3 and G is an ordinary meta-cyclic group:
G ∼=M2s+1 = 〈α, τ | α
2s = 1, ατ = τα1+2
s−1
, τ2 = 1〉.
In view of Lemma 5.2, given a finite 2-group P of order 2s+1 having a cyclic, index 2 subgroup, we let
ρ(P ) ∈ [1, 2s] be the value of r in its presentation given by Lemma 5.1, i.e.,
ρ(P ) =


1, for P given by Lemma 5.2(i)(ii) with s ≥ 0
−1 + 2s, for P given by Lemma 5.2(iii)(iv) with s ≥ 2
−1 + 2s−1, for P given by Lemma 5.2(v) with s ≥ 3
1 + 2s−1, for P given by Lemma 5.2(vi) with s ≥ 3.
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The full classification of finite groups having a cyclic, index 2 subgroup is then the following.
Theorem 5.3. Let G satisfy the General Assumptions for Section 5. Then the Sylow 2-group P is of
one of the six types (i)–(vi) given by Lemma 5.2 and
r ∈ [1, n] satisfies r2 ≡ 1 mod m and r ≡ ρ(P ) mod 2s.
Furthermore,
1. If P is of type (ii), (iii), (v) or (vi), then G has type (A) in Lemma 5.1.
2. If P is of type (iv), then G has type (B) in Lemma 5.1.
3. If P is of type (i), then G has type (C) in Lemma 5.1.
Different allowed values of r ∈ [1, n] correspond to non-isomorphic groups, and any group described above
indeed has a cyclic, index 2 subgroup.
From Theorem 5.3, we see that the parameter r ∈ [1, n] must satisfy the equation
(r + 1)(r − 1) = r2 − 1 ≡ 0 mod m. (26)
Now consider a prime p dividing m. Since p must be odd (as m is odd), either gcd(r + 1, p) = 1 or
gcd(r − 1, p) = 1. Thus (26) implies that either r + 1 ≡ 0 mod pvp(m) or r − 1 ≡ 0 mod pvp(m). This
means that we can factor
m = m+m− with gcd(m+,m−) = 1, where (27)
m+ ≥ 1 contains all those primes p | m with r + 1 ≡ 0 mod p and
m− ≥ 1 contains all those primes p | m with r − 1 ≡ 0 mod p.
In other words
m+ = gcd(r + 1,m) and m− = gcd(r − 1,m).
Recall that n = 2sm. Let us next consider the divisibility of r+1 and r−1 by 2. Given the possibilities
for ρ(P ), there are five cases, which we summarize below.
v2(r − 1) ≥ s and v2(r + 1) ≥ s if ρ(P ) = 1 with s ≤ 1, (28)
v2(r − 1) ≥ s and v2(r + 1) = 1 if ρ(P ) = 1 with s ≥ 2,
v2(r − 1) = 1 and v2(r + 1) ≥ s if ρ(P ) = −1 + 2
s with s ≥ 2,
v2(r − 1) = 1 and v2(r + 1) = s− 1 if ρ(P ) = −1 + 2s−1 with s ≥ 3, and
v2(r − 1) = s− 1 and v2(r + 1) = 1 if ρ(P ) = 1 + 2s−1 with s ≥ 3.
Consequently, letting
n = n+n− with n− = gcd(r − 1, n),
we discover that
n− = 2sm− and n+ = m+ if ρ(P ) = 1 with s ≥ 0, (29)
n− = 2m− and n+ = 2s−1m+ if ρ(P ) = −1 + 2s or −1 + 2s−1 with s ≥ 2, and
n− = 2s−1m− and n+ = 2m+ if ρ(P ) = 1 + 2s−1 with s ≥ 3.
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Observe that n+ | r + 1 in all cases, while n− is even except when s = 0. With the above notation in
hand, let us now characterize some of the important subgroups of G.
Lemma 5.4. Let G satisfy the General Assumptions for Section 5. Then
G′ = 〈αr−1〉 = 〈αn
−
〉 and Z(G) =
{
G, if r = 1
〈αn
+
〉, if r 6= 1.
In particular, G is non-abelian if and only if r 6= 1, in which case |G′| = n+ and |Z(G)| = n−.
Proof. Let τaαx, τbαy ∈ G be arbitrary elements, where a, b ∈ {0, 1} and x, y ∈ [0, n− 1]. Then
[τaαx, τbαy ] = α−xτ−aα−yτ−bτaαxτbαy
= α−x−r
ay+rbx+y = α(r
b−1)x−(ra−1)y. (30)
Since r − 1 divides both ra − 1 and rb − 1, we see from (30) that all commutator elements live in the
subgroup 〈αr−1〉. Moreover, taking a = y = 1 and x = 0, we see that αr−1 is itself a commutator
element. This shows that G′ = 〈αr−1〉. In particular, G is abelian if and only if r = 1. Moreover,
ord(αr−1) = ngcd(r−1,n) = n
+ = ord(αn
−
), so that |G′| = n+ and G′ = 〈αr−1〉 = 〈αn
−
〉 (in view of a finite
cyclic group of order n containing a unique subgroup of any given order dividing n).
If r = 1, then G is abelian and Z(G) = G. Let us next determine Z(G) when r 6= 1. The element τaαx
lies in the center of G precisely when (30) is equal to 1 for all b ∈ {0, 1} and y ∈ [0, n− 1]. If a = 1, then
the values b = 0 and y = 1 yield a non-identity value in (30) in view of r 6= 1. Therefore Z(G) ≤ 〈α〉.
If a = 0, then taking the value b = 1 in (30) shows that only values x ∈ [0, n − 1] with (r − 1)x ≡ 0
mod n can correspond to elements of the center. Hence we must have x ≡ 0 mod n+, which means
that Z(G) ≤ 〈αn
+
〉. However, it is easily seen from (30) that αn
+
∈ Z(G), whence Z(G) = 〈αn
+
〉. Since
ord(αn
+
) = n−, we have |Z(G)| = n−. 
The following lemma gives a non-cyclic subgroup isomorphic to C2 × Cn− in most cases, which can
then be combined with Theorem 3.2 to bound D(G).
Lemma 5.5. Let G satisfy the General Assumptions for Section 5. If P is neither cyclic nor dicyclic,
then
CG(τ) = 〈α
n+ , τ〉 ∼= C2 × Cn− is non-cyclic.
Proof. Since P is neither cyclic nor dicyclic, Theorem 5.3 shows that G must have type (A) with s ≥ 1.
In view of (29) and s ≥ 1, we have n− even, whence C2 × Cn− is non-cyclic.
Let τaαx ∈ G be arbitrary, where a ∈ {0, 1} and x ∈ [0, n− 1]. Then
[τ, τaαx] = τ−1α−xτ−aττaαx = α−(r−1)x. (31)
Now (31) is equal to 1 precisely when x ≡ 0 mod n+, which means that CG(τ) = 〈αn
+
, τ〉 with |CG(τ)| =
2n−. In view of Lemma 5.4, we know αn
+
∈ Z(G), which forces CG(τ) = 〈αn
+
, τ〉 to be abelian.
Consequently, since ord(αn
+
) = n− and |CG(τ)| = 2n−, we conclude that CG(τ) is isomorphic to either
C2 × Cn− or C2n− . Thus to complete the proof, we simply need to show that
ord(ταxn
+
) < 2n− for all x ∈ [0, n− − 1].
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To this end, let x ∈ [0, n− − 1] be arbitrary. Since G has type (A), we have
(ταxn
+
)2 = α(r+1)xn
+
with ord(ταxn
+
) = 2 ord(α(r+1)xn
+
). (32)
Recall that n− is even (in view of s ≥ 1), that m+ | n+, that m− | n− and that m+m− = m is odd. Thus
1
2
n−(r + 1)xn+ ≡ m−m+ ≡ m ≡ 0 mod m.
As a result, ord(α(r+1)xn
+
) ≤ 12n
− will follow, proving that CG(τ) is non-cyclic in view of (32), provided
v2(
1
2
n−(r + 1)n+) = v2((r + 1)n)− 1 ≥ s = v2(n),
i.e., provided v2(r + 1) ≥ 1. However, in view of (28) and s ≥ 1, we see that this is indeed the case,
completing the proof. 
Next, we give the lower bound for D(G).
Lemma 5.6. Let G satisfy the General Assumptions for Section 5. Then
1
2
|G|+ |G′| ≤ D(G).
Proof. From Lemma 5.4, we know |G′| = n+. Consider the sequence
U = (τ−1α) · α[n
+−1]
· (τα1−n
+
) · α[n−1] ∈ F(G).
Then |U | = n+n+ = 12 |G|+ |G
′|. Since (τ−1α)αn
+−1(τα1−n
+
)αn−1 = 1—as is easily seen by recalling
from Lemma 5.4 that αn
+
∈ Z(G)—it is clear that U is a product-one sequence. Thus to complete the
proof, we need to show that U ∈ A(G) is an atom.
Assume to the contrary that we have a factorization U = V ·W with V, W ∈ B(G) both nontrivial.
Since V and W are product-one sequences, we have (without restriction) V ∈ F(〈α〉) and (τ−1α) ·
(τα1−n
+
) |W . Hence V = α[n] and W = α[n
+−2]
· (τ−1α) · (τα1−n
+
). Thus there exists a k ∈ [0, n+ − 2]
such that 1 = (τ−1α)αk(τα1−n
+
)αn
+−2−k ∈ π(W )—in view of Lemma 2.3, cyclically shifting the terms
in a product-one ordered sequence preserves that the sequence has product-one, so we can w.l.o.g. assume
our product-one expression starts with τ−1α. Since 1 = (τ−1α)αk(τα1−n
+
)αn
+−2−k = α(r−1)(k+1), it
follows that k + 1 ∈ [1, n+ − 1] must be a multiple of ord(αr−1). However, since n− = gcd(r − 1, n) with
n = n+n−, it follows that ord(αr−1) = n+, so that k+1 ∈ [1, n+− 1] cannot be a multiple of ord(αr−1).
This contradiction establishes the desired lower bound for D(G). 
The next lemma reduces the problem of finding a matching upper bound for D(G) to the case when
|G′| = n+ is prime.
Lemma 5.7. Let G satisfy the General Assumptions for Section 5. Suppose G is non-abelian, let p be a
prime divisor of |G′| = n+, and let
H = 〈α
n+
p , τ〉 ≤ G.
Then H has a cyclic, index 2 subgroup and |H ′| = p, where H ′ = [H,H ] ≤ H is the commutator subgroup
of H. In particular, if D(H) ≤ 12 |H |+ |H
′|, then D(G) ≤ 12 |G|+ |G
′|.
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Proof. Observe that ord(α
n+
p ) = ord(α) pn+ = n
−p. If G has type (A), then τ2 = 1 ∈ 〈α
n+
p 〉. If G has
type (B), then s ≥ 1 and n− is even. Thus τ2 = α
n
2 ∈ 〈α
n+
p 〉 since (n
+
p )
pn−
2 =
n
2 with 2 | n
−. If G has
type (C), then P is cyclic. Hence (29) implies that m+ = n+, and now τ2 = αm ∈ 〈α
n+
p 〉 holds in view
of
(
n+
p
)
m−p = m
+m−p
p = m. In all cases, we conclude that
|H | = 2 ord(α
n+
p ) = 2n−p,
so that 〈α
n+
p 〉 ≤ H is a cyclic, index 2 subgroup.
Next, let us compute H ′ ≤ H . Let τaαx, τbαy ∈ H be arbitrary elements, where a, b ∈ {0, 1},
x, y ∈ [0, n− 1] and x ≡ y ≡ 0 mod n
+
p . Then (as in Lemma 5.4)
[τaαx, τbαy] = α(r
b−1)x−(ra−1)y. (33)
Since x ≡ y ≡ 0 mod n
+
p and since r − 1 divides both r
b − 1 and ra − 1, we see from (33) that all
commutator elements live in the subgroup 〈α(r−1)
n+
p 〉. Moreover, taking a = 1, y = n
+
p and x = 0, we
see that α(r−1)
n+
p is itself a commutator element. This shows that H ′ = 〈α(r−1)
n+
p 〉. In consequence,
since gcd(r − 1, n) = n− and n = n+n−, it follows that |H ′| = p.
Now |H | = 2n−p, |H ′| = p, |G′| = n+ (from Lemma 5.4) and |G : H | = 2n2n−p =
n+
p . Thus, if
D(H) ≤ 12 |H |+ |H
′|, then Theorem 3.2 yields
D(G) ≤ D(H)|G : H | ≤ (
1
2
|H |+ |H ′|)|G : H | =
1
2
|G|+ |H ′||G : H | = n+ n+ =
1
2
|G|+ |G′| . 
The following lemma handles the case when there are a sufficient number of terms from 〈α〉.
Lemma 5.8. Let G satisfy the General Assumptions for Section 5. Suppose n+ = p is prime and let
U ∈ F(G) be a product-one sequence. If |U | ≥ n + p + 1 and U contains at least p − 1 terms from
〈α〉 \ Z(G), then U is not an atom.
Proof. Since n+ = p is prime, we have n+ = p ≥ 2. Thus Lemma 5.4 implies that G is non-abelian with
Z(G) = 〈αn
+
〉 = 〈αp〉 and G′ = 〈αn
−
〉 = 〈αr−1〉. In particular, |G′| = n+ = p ≥ 2 and |Z(G)| = n−.
By hypothesis, there is a subsequence V | U with supp(V ) ⊂ 〈α〉 \ Z(G) and |V | = p − 1, say
V = v1 · . . . · vp−1 with
vi = α
xi for i ∈ [1, p− 1],
where xi ∈ [0, n− 1]. Since vi /∈ Z(G) = 〈αp〉 for all i ∈ [1, p− 1], we see that
xi 6≡ 0 mod p for all i ∈ [1, p− 1]. (34)
If supp(U) ⊂ 〈α〉, then |U | ≥ n + p + 1 > n = |〈α〉| ≥ D(〈α〉) ensures that U cannot be an atom,
as desired, where the final inequality follows from Lemma 2.4. Therefore we can assume there is some
z = ταx ∈ supp(U) with x ∈ [0, n− 1].
As remarked in Section 2, π(V · z) is contained in a G′-coset. Let us next show that
|π(V · z)| = p = |G′|, (35)
so that π(V · z) is an entire G′-coset.
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Let W ∗ be an ordering of the terms of V · z, so W ∗ ∈ F∗(G) with [W ∗] = V · z. Then
π(W ∗) = τα
x+
p−1∑
i=1
ǫixi
, (36)
where ǫi = 1 if the term xi occurs to the right of z = τα
x in W ∗, and ǫi = r if the term xi occurs to the
left of z = ταx in W ∗. The possible exponents for α in (36) (as we range over all possible orderings W ∗
of V · z) are then
x+ {x1, rx1}+ . . .+ {xp−1, rxp−1} = x+
p−1∑
i=1
xi + {0, (r − 1)x1}+ . . .+ {0, (r − 1)xp−1}.
Consequently,
π(V · z) = τα
x+
p−1∑
i=1
xi
{(αr−1)y : y ∈ Y }, (37)
where Y = {0, x1}+ . . .+ {0, xp−1}. Recall that αr−1 is a generator for G′ having ord(αr−1) = n+ = p.
Thus the cardinality of π(V · z) is just the number of residue classes modulo p in Y = {0, x1} + . . . +
{0, xp−1}. From (34), we see that each set {0, xi} consists of 2 elements that are distinct modulo p, in
which case applying the Cauchy-Davenport Theorem to Y shows that |Y | = p = |G′|, which combined
with (37) establishes (35), as claimed.
Now |U · (V · z)−1| = |U | − p ≥ n+ 1 = d(G) + 1, with the first inequality by hypothesis and the final
equality from Theorem 3.1. Thus we can apply the definition of d(G) to U · (V · z)−1 to find a nontrivial,
product-one subsequence T | U · (V ·z)−1. But now Lemma 2.2 shows that π(U ·T [−1]) ⊂ G′. As a result,
since V · z | U · T [−1] follows from the definition of T , it follows in view of (35) that π(U · T [−1]) = G′.
In particular, 1 ∈ G′ = π(U · T [−1]). Thus U = (U · T [−1]) · T is a factorization of U into two nontrivial,
product-one subsequences, ensuring that U is not an atom, as desired. 
When either n+ or n− is too small, the general strategy for proving Theorem 1.1 breaks down, requiring
the cases when n− ≤ 2 or n+ ≤ 2 to be handled separately. Most of these remaining cases can be handled
by simple arguments. However, the case when G is isomorphic to a dicyclic group Q4p with p odd is
particularly difficult, so we handle it separately now.
Lemma 5.9. Let G be a dicyclic group of order 4p with p an odd prime, say
G = Q4p = 〈α, τ | α
2p = 1, τ2 = αp, ατ = τα−1〉.
Then D(G) ≤ 12 |G|+ |G
′| = 3p, where G′ = [G,G] ≤ G is the commutator subgroup.
Proof. By hypothesis, G satisfies the Standard Assumptions of Section 5 having types (B) and (C) (since
these types coincide for s = 1) with
s = 1, P ≤ G cyclic, n = 2p, r = 2p− 1, n− = 2, m− = 1, and n+ = m+ = p.
As a result, Lemma 5.4 tells us that
G′ = 〈α2〉 ∼= Cp and Z(G) = 〈α
p〉 ∼= C2. (38)
Assume by contradiction that we have some atom U ∈ A(G) with |U | = D(G) ≥ 3p+ 1. Since U is a
product-one sequence, there is an ordering of its terms with product 1, say U∗ ∈ F∗(G) with [U∗] = U
and π(U∗) = 1.
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Suppose Z(G) ∩ supp(U) 6= ∅. Since U is an atom and G is nontrivial, we cannot have 1 ∈ supp(U).
Thus, in view of (38) and Z(G) ∩ supp(U) 6= ∅, we must have αp ∈ supp(U). By Lemma 2.3, we
can w.l.o.g. assume αp is equal to the first term of U∗, so U∗(1) = αp. But then |U∗(2, |U | − 1)| =
|U | − 2 ≥ 3p− 1 ≥ 2p = |G/Z(G)|, which means we can apply Lemma 2.4 to φZ(G)
(
U∗(2, |U | − 1)
)
and
thereby find a nontrivial, consecutive subsequence of U∗(2, |U | − 1) with product from Z(G) = {1, αp},
say U∗(I) with I ⊂ [2, |U | − 1] an interval. Since U = [U∗] ∈ A(G) is an atom, Lemma 2.1 ensures
that π
(
U∗(I)
)
6= 1. Thus π
(
U∗(I)
)
= αp ∈ Z(G) with U∗(I) | U∗(2, |U | − 1) consecutive, in which
case π
(
U∗(1) · U∗(I) · U∗([2, |U |] \ I)
)
= π(U∗) = 1. However, π
(
U∗(1) · U∗(I)
)
= αpαp = α2p = 1, so
that U = [U∗] = [U∗(1) · U∗(I)] · [U∗([2, |U |] \ I)] is a factorization of U into 2 nontrivial, product-one
subsequences—the subsequence [U∗([2, |U |] \ I)] is nontrivial since I ⊂ [2, |U | − 1]—contradicting that
U ∈ A(G) is an atom in this case as well. So we instead conclude that
Z(G) ∩ supp(U) = ∅. (39)
In view of Lemma 5.8 and (39), we may assume
there are at most p− 2 terms of U from 〈α〉. (40)
Let J ⊂ [1, |U |] be all those indices j ∈ [1, |U |] with U∗(j) ∈ τ〈α〉. Since π(U∗) = 1, it is easily deduced
from the group presentation for G that |J | must be even. In view of (40), we have |J | ≥ |U |−p+2 ≥ 2p+3.
Thus, since |J | must be even, it follows that
|J | ≥ 2p+ 4. (41)
Let
j1 < j2 < . . . < j2w−1 < j2w
be the distinct elements of J , where
w =
1
2
|J | ≥ p+ 2.
In view of Lemma 2.3, we can cyclically shift the ordering U∗ of U until the first term of U∗ is from τ〈α〉,
i.e., such that j1 = 1.
Now define an ordered sequence
U ′
∗
= U∗(j1, j2 − 1) · U
∗(j2, j3 − 1) · . . . · U
∗(j2w−1, j2w − 1) · U
∗(j2w, |U |) ∈ F
∗(G) .
The ordered sequence U ′
∗
is obtained from the product-one ordered sequence U∗ by repeatedly replacing
a consecutive subsequence with a single term equal to its product. As noted in Section 2, since [U∗] =
U ∈ A(G) was an atom, this ensures that
U ′ := [U ′
∗
] ∈ A(G)
is also an atom. From the definition of the ji, each U
∗(ji, ji+1− 1), for i ∈ [1, 2w] where j2w+1 = |U |+1,
has its first term from τ〈α〉 and all other terms from 〈α〉. In consequence, we have
supp(U ′) ⊂ τ〈α〉 and |U ′| = |J | = 2w ≥ 2p+ 4,
where the inequality follows from (41).
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Define a map · : τ〈α〉 → Z/2pZ by setting ταx := φ2pZ(x) ∈ Z/2pZ, i.e., ταx maps to the residue
class represented by x modulo p. Since ord(α) = 2p, the map · is well-defined. We continue with a
straightforward claim.
Claim A. Let R ∈ F(G) with supp(R) ⊂ τ〈α〉. Then R is a product-one sequence precisely when there
exists a factorization R = R+ ·R− such that |R+| = |R−| and σ(R−)− σ(R+) = 12 |R|p.
Proof. Suppose R is a product-one sequence. Then there exists an ordering of R, say R∗ ∈ F∗(G) with
[R∗] = R, such that π(R∗) = 1. Since π(R∗) = 1 and supp(R) ⊂ τ〈α〉, it is easily deduced from the group
presentation for G that |R| must be even. Thus let
R∗ = (ταr
−
1 ) · (ταr
+
1 ) · . . . · (ταr
−
w ) · (ταr
+
w ) ∈ F∗(G),
where r−i , r
+
i ∈ [0, 2p − 1] and w =
1
2 |R|. Repeatedly applying the group presentation relations for G
yields
1 = π(R∗) = (ταr
−
1 ταr
+
1 )(ταr
−
2 ταr
+
2 ) . . . (ταr
−
w ταr
+
w ) = α
wp+
w∑
i=1
r+
i
−
w∑
i=1
r−
i
, (42)
thus implying
wp+
w∑
i=1
r+i −
w∑
i=1
r−i ≡ 0 mod 2p. (43)
Let
R− = [R∗(I−)] = (ταr
−
1 ) · . . . · (ταr
−
w ) and R+ = [R∗(I+)] = (ταr
+
1 ) · . . . · (ταr
+
w ),
where I− = {1, 3, . . . , 2w − 1} and I+ = {2, 4, . . . , 2w}. Since I− ∪ I+ = [1, 2w] = [1, |R|] with the union
disjoint, we see that R = R+ · R− with |R−| = |R−| = |R+| = |R+| = w = 12 |R|. Moreover, (43) is
equivalent to saying σ(R−)− σ(R+) = wp = 12 |R|p. Thus one direction of the claim in established.
Now suppose that we have a factorization R = R+ ·R− such that |R+| = |R−| and σ(R−)− σ(R+) =
1
2 |R|p. Let R
∗ ∈ F∗(G) be an ordering of R such that [R∗(I−)] = R− and [R∗(I+)] = R+, where
I− ⊂ [1, |R|] is the subset of odd indices and I+ ⊂ [1, |R|] is the subset of even indices. Since R = R+ ·R−
with |R+| = |R+| = |R−| = |R−|, it follows that |R| is even, so that |I+| = |I−| = 12 |R|. Let w =
1
2 |R|
and let
R∗(2i− 1) = ταr
−
i and R∗(2i) = ταr
+
i for i ∈ [1, 12 |R|] = [1, w].
Then, in view of σ(R−)−σ(R+) = 12 |R|p = wp, we see that (43) holds, and consequently also (42). Thus
1 = π(R∗) ∈ π([R∗]) = π(R), showing that R is a product-one sequence, which completes the claim. 
Using Claim A, we see that Lemma 4.3 is equivalent to saying that the maximal length of an atom
V ∈ A(G) with supp(V ) ⊂ τ〈α〉 is |V | ≤ 2p+ 3. However, this contradicts that we constructed above an
atom U ′ ∈ A(G) with supp(U ′) ⊂ τ〈α〉 and |U ′| ≥ 2p+ 4, completing the proof. 
With the above preparatory work complete, we are now ready to begin the proof of Theorem 1.1
Proof of Theorem 1.1. If G is cyclic, then d(G) = |G| − 1, while d(G) = 12 |G| follows for non-cyclic
G having a cyclic, index 2 subgroup, and if G is abelian, then D(G) = d(G) + 1 (by Lemma 2.4 and
Theorem 3.1).
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Therefore we may assumeG is non-abelian and satisfies the General Assumptions for Section 5. Lemma
5.6 gives d(G) + |G′| = 12 |G|+ |G
′| ≤ D(G). Since G is non-abelian, Lemma 5.4 gives |G′| = n+ ≥ 2, and
it remains to show the upper bound
D(G) ≤
1
2
|G|+ |G′| = n+ n+. (44)
By Lemma 5.7, it suffices to prove (44) when |G′| = n+ = p is prime. Furthermore, if n+ = 2, then
Lemma 3.4 yields (44). Consequently, we can assume
|G′| = n+ = p ≥ 3 is prime. (45)
In particular, only the cases where n+ = p is odd remain, which in view of (29) means that ρ(P ) = 1.
From the definition of ρ, we see that ρ(P ) = 1 corresponds to when P ∼= C2s+1 or P ∼= C2 × C2s .
However, if P ∼= C2 × C2s is non-cyclic, then Lemma 5.5 shows that CG(τ) ∼= C2 × Cn− is non-cyclic.
Since D(C2×Cn−) = n
−+1 is well-known ([14, Theorem 5.8.3]), invoking Theorem 3.2 would then yield
D(G) ≤ D(CG(τ))|G : CG(τ)| = D(C2 × Cn−)n
+ = (n− + 1)n+ = n+ n+,
yielding (44). So it remains to prove (44) when
P ∼= C2s+1 is cyclic with ρ(P ) = 1.
In particular, Theorem 5.3 now tells us that G has type (C).
If n− = 1, then (29) and the definition of n− and m− ensure that s = 0, r = n− 1 and p = n+ = n.
This corresponds to the case when G is dihedral of order 2n with n odd. In this case, Lemma 2.4 implies
D(G) ≤ |G| = 2n = n+ n+, yielding (44). Therefore we may assume n− ≥ 2.
Suppose n− = 2. Then it follows in view of ρ(P ) = 1 and (29) that
s = 1, m− = 1, n+ = m+ = m = p and n = 2m = 2p.
Since P is cyclic with s = 1, Theorem 5.3 ensures that G has types (C) and (B) (these types coincide for
s = 1) with
(r − 1)(r + 1) = r2 − 1 ≡ 0 mod m and r ≡ 1 mod 2.
In consequence, since 1 = m− = gcd(r − 1,m) and r ∈ [1, n], it follows that r = n − 1 = 2p − 1. As a
result, we see that G ∼= Q4p is dicyclic, in which case Lemma 5.9 yields (44). So we may assume
n− ≥ 3. (46)
To establish (44), assume by contradiction that we have an atom U ∈ A(G) with
|U | = D(G) ≥ n+ n+ + 1 = n+n− + n+ + 1. (47)
Factor U = Uα · Uτ with supp(Uα) ⊂ 〈α〉 and supp(Uτ ) ⊂ τ〈α〉. In view of Lemma 5.4, we know
Z(G) = 〈αn
+
〉 = 〈αp〉 and G′ = 〈αn
−
〉 = 〈αr−1〉 with |G′| = n+ = p.
Let U ′α | Uα be the subsequence consisting of all terms from 〈α〉 \ Z(G). Then, since Z(G) = 〈α
p〉, we see
that Uα · U
′
α
[−1]
is the subsequence of U consisting of all terms from Z(G).
Let us next show that
|U ′α| ≤ n
+ − 2, |Uα · U
′
α
[−1]
| ≤ n− − 1 and |Uα| ≤ n
+ + n− − 3. (48)
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In view of Lemma 5.8, we have |U ′α| ≤ n
+ − 2. Thus, if (48) fails, then we must have |Uα · U ′α
[−1]| =
|Uα| − |U ′α| ≥ n
−. In other words, there are at least n− = |Z(G)| terms of U from Z(G). Since
U ∈ A(G) is an atom, let U∗ ∈ F∗(G) with [U∗] = U be an ordering of U such that π(U∗) = 1. Any
term from Z(G) can be moved around in the ordered sequence U∗ without changing the value of π(U∗).
Thus we can w.l.o.g. assume all terms from Uα · U
′
α
[−1]
are consecutive in U∗. In consequence, since
|Uα · U ′α
[−1]| ≥ |Z(G)| = n−, we can apply Lemma 2.4 to Uα · U ′α
[−1]
to find a nontrivial, consecutive,
product-one subsequence U∗(I), where I ⊂ [1, |U |] is an interval. Moreover, |U∗(I)| ≤ |Z(G)| = n− < |U |,
meaning U∗(I) | U is proper. But since U = [U∗] ∈ A(G) is an atom, this contradicts Lemma 2.1. So
(48) is established, as claimed.
Define a map ι : G→ Z by setting
ι(τyαx) = x, where x ∈ [0, n− 1] and y ∈ [0, 1],
and define a map · : G→ Z/pZ by setting
g = φpZ(ι(g)) for g ∈ G,
so g = τyαx ∈ G maps to the residue class modulo p given by ι(g) = x.
Let R ∈ F(G) be a sequence and let R∗ ∈ F∗(G) be an arbitrary ordering of R, so [R∗] = R. Factor
R = Rα · Rτ with supp(Rα) ⊂ 〈α〉 and supp(Rτ ) ⊂ τ〈α〉. We proceed to describe π(R) under the
assumption that
|Rτ | ≥ 1.
First note that, from the defining relations for G, it is clear that π(R∗) ∈ 〈α〉 if and only if the number
of terms of R from τ〈α〉 is even, that is, if |Rτ | is even. Let ω = ⌊
1
2 |Rτ |⌋, so that |Rτ | = 2ω when
π(R∗) ∈ 〈α〉 and |Rτ | = 2ω + 1 when π(R∗) ∈ τ〈α〉.
Next, since G has type (C), a routine application of the defining relations for G shows that
π(R∗) = τ ǫα
ωm+
|R|∑
i=1
diι(R
∗(i))
, (49)
where ǫ = 1 if |Rτ | is odd, ǫ = 0 if |Rτ | is even, di = 1 if the number of terms of R∗ from τ〈α〉 to the
right of R∗(i) is even, and di = r if the number of terms of R
∗ from τ〈α〉 to the right of R∗(i) is odd.
There are some important consequences of the formula (49). Let I ⊂ [1, |R|] be the set of indices
such that [R∗(I)] = Rτ . If we fix the position of every term R
∗(i) ∈ 〈α〉 with i /∈ I but allow ourselves
to permute the terms within R∗(I), this maintains that [R∗(I)] = Rτ while each coefficient di, for
i ∈ [1, |R|] \ I, remains unaffected and constant. In consequence, when trying to determine the possible
values for (49) over all orderings R∗, we can first decide how to distribute the terms from Rα into R
∗,
thus fixing and determining the subset of indices I ⊂ [1, |R|] with [R∗(I)] = Rτ , and then decide how to
permute the terms within R∗(I). Since |Rτ | ≥ 1, every term of Rα can either be placed in R
∗ such that
the number of terms of R∗ from τ〈α〉 to its right is even, or such that this number is odd. Changing
this choice has the effect on (49) of switching di between 1 and r. Once we have fixed how the terms
of R from 〈α〉 are to be distributed in R∗, the set I ⊂ [1, |R|] is then fixed, but we are free to re-order
the terms from Rτ so long as we preserve [R
∗(I)] = Rτ and this will not affect whether di = 1 or di = r
holds for any i ∈ [1, |R|] \ I.
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Concerning the terms of R∗ from Rτ , whether di = 1 or di = r holds for i ∈ I depends entirely on
whether R∗(i) = (R∗(I))(j) with j ≡ ǫ mod 2 or j ≡ ǫ− 1 mod 2. If j ≡ ǫ mod 2, then di = 1, and
if j ≡ ǫ− 1 mod 2, then di = r. Letting
J = {1 + ǫ, 3 + ǫ, . . . , 2ω − 1 + ǫ} ⊂ [1, |Rτ |]
be the subset of indices congruent to ǫ − 1 modulo 2, we are free to arrange for [(R∗(I))(J)] to be any
subsequence of Rτ having length ω = ⌊
1
2 |Rτ |⌋, and then di = r will hold for all these terms, while di = 1
will hold for all remaining terms of Rτ .
In summary, the above works shows that
π(R) = τ ǫαωm{αx : x ∈ X},
where
X =
|Rα|∑
i=1
{
ι
(
R∗α(i)
)
, r ι
(
R∗α(i)
)}
+
{
r σ(ι(R′τ )) + σ(ι(Rτ ·R
′
τ
[−1]
)) : R′τ | Rτ , |R
′
τ | = ω =
⌊
1
2
|Rτ |
⌋}
= σ(ι(R)) + (r − 1)
({
0, ι
(
R∗α(1)
)}
+ . . .+
{
0, ι
(
R∗α(|Rα|)
)}
+Σ⌊ 12 |Rτ |⌋
(ι(Rτ ))
)
and R∗α ∈ F
∗(G) is any ordering of Rα Consequently,
π(R) = τ ǫαxm+σ(ι(R)){(αr−1)y : y ∈ Y }, (50)
where
Y =
{
0, ι
(
R∗α(1)
)}
+ . . .+
{
0, ι
(
R∗α(|Rα|)
)}
+Σ⌊ 12 |Rτ |⌋
(ι(Rτ )) .
Since ord(αr−1) = ord(αn
−
) = n+ = p, we conclude that |π(R)| is equal to the number of distinct residue
classes modulo p in Y .
Let us next apply some of the above reasoning to the sequence U in the following claim, which shows
that any sufficiently small subsequence can be placed in an ordering of U with product one so as to avoid
some long length, consecutive subsequence.
Claim A. If T | U is a subsequence with |T | ≤ n+−1, then there exists an ordering of U , say U∗ ∈ F∗(G)
with [U∗] = U , and an interval J ⊂ [1, |U |] such that π(U∗) = 1, T |
[
U∗
(
[1, |U |] \ J
)]
and |J | ≥ 2n−.
Proof. Since U ∈ A(G) is an atom, there is an ordering of U , say U∗ ∈ F∗(G) with [U∗] = U , such that
π(U∗) = 1. In view of (48) and (47), we know supp(U) ∩ τ〈α〉 6= ∅. Thus, in view of Lemma 2.3, we can
cyclically shift the terms of U∗ until w.l.o.g. U∗(1) ∈ τ〈α〉. In view of the formula (49) for U∗ = R∗,
we see that we can shift the position of a term x of U∗ from 〈α〉 while preserving that π(U∗) = 1 so
long as we maintain the parity of the number of terms of U∗ from τ〈α〉 that follow to the right of x. In
particular, we can put all terms of U∗ from 〈α〉 for which this number is odd into a consecutive block
starting with the second term of U∗, while also putting all terms of U∗ from 〈α〉 for which this number
is even into a consecutive block at the very end of U∗, and this will preserve that π(U∗) = 1. In other
words, we may w.l.o.g. assume U∗ has the form
U∗ = (ταx1 ) · (αy1 · . . . · αyt) · (ταx2 · . . . · ταx2w ) · (αy
′
1
· . . . · αy
′
t′ ) ,
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for some t, t′ ≥ 0 with
t+ t′ = |Uα|, 2w = |Uτ | ≥ 2, and xi, yi, y
′
i ∈ [0, n− 1].
Let J ′ ⊂ [1, |U |] be those indices j ∈ [1, |U |] such that U∗(j) ∈ τ〈α〉, i.e.,
J ′ = {1} ∪ [t+ 2, t+ 2w].
Now T = U∗(I) for some I ⊂ [1, |U |]. Factor T = Tα · Tτ with supp(Tα) ⊂ 〈α〉 and supp(Tτ ) ⊂ τ〈α〉.
Since supp(U∗(J ′)) ⊂ τ〈α〉, we see that Tα is disjoint from U∗(J ′). For the remaining terms of T , we
must have Tτ = (U
∗(J ′))(X) for some subset X ⊂ [1, 2w]. Let X = X+ ∪ X−, where X+ ⊂ X is the
subset of indices x ∈ X with x even and X− ⊂ X is the subset of indices x ∈ X with x odd. Consider
an arbitrary term of T from τ〈α〉, say (U∗(J ′))(x) with x ∈ X ⊂ [1, 2w]. If x ∈ X−, then (U∗(J ′))(x)
can be moved freely about in (U∗(J ′))({1, 2, . . . , 2w − 1}) without changing that π(U∗) = 1. Likewise,
if x ∈ X+, then (U∗(J ′))(x) can be moved freely about in (U∗(J ′))({2, 4, . . . , 2w}) without changing
that π(U∗) = 1. Consequently, we can w.l.o.g assume that X− consists of the first |X−| elements from
{1, 3, . . . , 2w − 1} and that X+ consists of the first |X+| elements from {2, 4, . . . , 2w}. But this means
that
Tτ | U
∗
(
{1} ∪ [t+ 2, t+ 2|X |]
)
.
As a result, setting
J := [t+ 1 +max{2|X |, 1}, t+ 2w] ⊂ J ′ \ {1}
and recalling from the beginning of the paragraph that Tα is disjoint from U
∗(J ′), we find that T |[
U∗
(
[1, |U |] \ J
)]
. It remains to estimate |J |.
Since |X | = |Tτ | ≤ |T | ≤ n+ − 1 holds by hypothesis, it follows in view of (45) that
|J | = 2w −max{2|X |, 1} = |Uτ | −max{2|X |, 1} ≥ |Uτ | −max{2|T |, 1} ≥ |Uτ | − 2n
+ + 2. (51)
From (48) and (47), we know
|Uτ | = |U | − |Uα| ≥ (n+ n
+ + 1)− (n+ + n− − 3) = n+n− − n− + 4.
Combining this with (51) and making use of (45) and (46), we find that
|J | ≥ n+n− − 2n+ − n− + 6 = 3n− − 6− n− + 6 = 2n−,
completing the proof of Claim A. 
We will say that a subsequence T | U is good if it has an ordering T ∗ ∈ F∗(G), so [T ∗] = T , such that
T ∗ = y1 · z1 · . . . · yw · zw · x1 · . . . · xv (52)
with v, w ≥ 0,
xi ∈ 〈α〉 \ Z(G) for i ∈ [1, v], and yi, zi ∈ τ〈α〉 and ι(yi) 6≡ ι(zi) mod p for i ∈ [1, w].
Furthermore, we define
ϕ(T ∗) = (y1z1) · . . . · (ywzw) · x1 · . . . · xv ∈ F
∗(〈α〉) and ℓ(T ) = |ϕ(T ∗)| = v + w. (53)
We continue with the following claim.
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Claim B. If T | U is a good subsequence with ℓ(T ) ≥ n+ − 1 = p− 1, then π(T ) is a G′-coset.
Proof. Let T ∗ ∈ F∗(G) be an ordering from the definition of T notated as in (52) and (53). Since
ℓ(T ) ≥ n+ − 1 = p− 1, it follows from (48) that w ≥ 1. As remarked in Section 2, π(T ) is contained in a
G′-coset. Therefore we need to show that |π(T )| = |G′| = p.
Since w ≥ 1, it follows from (50) and the definition of g that
|π(T )| = |{0, x1}+ . . .+ {0, xv}+Σw(Tτ )|, (54)
where Tτ | T is the subsequence of terms from τ〈α〉. Note that |Tτ | = 2w. Since T is good, we know
xi ∈ 〈α〉 \ Z(G) = 〈α〉 \ 〈αp〉 for i ∈ [1, v], which means that xi 6= 0 for all i ∈ [1, v]. Consequently, since
p is prime, we can apply the Cauchy-Davenport Theorem to {0, x1}+ . . .+ {0, xv} to conclude
|{0, x1}+ . . .+ {0, xv}| ≥ min{p, v + 1}. (55)
Since T is good, we have yi 6= zi for i ∈ [1, w], which together with the pigeonhole principle ensures that
h(Tτ ) ≤ w. Consequently, since p is prime, we can apply Theorem 4.2 to Σw(Tτ ) to conclude
|Σw(Tτ )| ≥ min{p, |Tτ | − w + 1} = min{p, w + 1}. (56)
Applying the Cauchy-Davenport Theorem to the 2-fold sumset ({0, x1}+ . . .+ {0, xv}) + Σw(Tτ ), using
(55) and (56), and recalling the case hypothesis ℓ(T ) ≥ p− 1, it follows that
| ({0, x1}+ . . .+ {0, xv}) + Σw(Tτ )| ≥ min{p, v + 1 + w + 1− 1} = min{p, ℓ(T ) + 1} = p.
Combining this with (54) completes the proof of Claim B. 
Let T | U be a good subsequence with ℓ(T ) ≥ 0 maximal and let T ∗ ∈ F∗(G) be an ordering from the
definition of T notated as in (52) and (53). We handle two cases.
Case 1: ℓ(T ) ≥ 2n+ + n− − 3.
Recall the definition of ϕ(T ∗) given in (53). We first proceed to show that there is a good subsequence
T ′ | T with
ℓ(T ′) ≥ n+− 1, π(T ′) ⊂ G′, T · T ′
[−1]
a good subsequence, and ℓ(T ·T ′
[−1]
) ≥ n+− 1. (57)
To do so, it suffices, in view of the case hypothesis ℓ(T ) = |ϕ(T ∗)| ≥ 2n+ + n− − 3, to show that
[φG′(ϕ(T
∗))] has a product-one subsequence of length ℓ ∈ [n+ − 1, n+ − 2 + n−]. Note that
[φG′(ϕ(T
∗))] ∈ F(〈α〉/G′).
Thus, since ℓ(T ) ≥ n+ − 2 + n− holds by hypothesis, and since d(〈α〉/G′) + 1 ≤ |〈α〉/G′| = n− follows
from Lemma 2.4, such a subsequence can be found simply by repeated application of the definition of
d(〈α〉/G′) to [φG′(ϕ(T
∗))]. This establishes (57).
In view of (57) and Claim B, we have π(T ′) = G′. In particular, T ′ is a nontrivial, product-one
subsequence of U . Thus Lemma 2.2 shows that π(U ·T ′
[−1]
) ⊂ G′. As a result, since T ·T ′[−1] | U ·T ′[−1],
it follows in view of (57) and Claim B that π(U · T ′
[−1]
) = G′, so that U · T ′
[−1]
is also a product-
one subsequence. But now U = T ′ · (U · T ′
[−1]
) is a factorization of U into 2 nontrivial, product-one
subsequences, contradicting that U ∈ A(G) is an atom. This completes Case 1.
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Case 2: ℓ(T ) ≤ 2n+ + n− − 4.
In view of (48), we know |Uα · U ′α
[−1]| ≤ n− − 1. We have
2(2n+ + n− − 4) + 1 ≤ |U | − |Uα · U
′
α
[−1]
|, (58)
for if (58) failed, then |Uα · U ′α
[−1]| ≤ n− − 1, (47), (45) and (46) would imply
0 > |U | − 4n+ − 3n− + 8 ≥ n+n− − 3n+ − 3n− + 9 = (n+ − 3)(n− − 3) ≥ 0,
which is a contradiction. In view of the maximality of ℓ(T ), we must have U ′α | T . Let Tτ = T · U
′
α
[−1]
.
Then, in view of the case hypothesis, it follows that Tτ | Uτ is a good subsequence with
ℓ(Tτ ) = ℓ(T )− |U
′
α| ≤ 2n
+ + n− − |U ′α| − 4 maximal subject to Tτ | Uτ . (59)
From (58), we deduce that
2(2n+ + n− − 4− |U ′α|) + 1 ≤ |U | − |Uα · U
′
α
[−1]
| − |U ′α| = |Uτ |. (60)
Now |Uτ | must be even as remarked in the paragraph above (49), which means that the inequality in (60)
must be strict:
2ℓ := 2(2n+ + n− − |U ′α| − 3) ≤ |Uτ |. (61)
It is readily seen that a subsequence R | Uτ being a good is equivalent to R having an
1
2 |R|-setpartition
with terms of as near equal a size as possible and |R| even. In view of (59) and (48), we see that Uτ does
not have a good subsequence R | Uτ with
ℓ(R) =
1
2
|R| = ℓ = 2n+ + n− − |U ′α| − 3 ≥ 1.
Thus applying Lemma 2.6 to Uτ taking ℓ = n, we conclude that either 2ℓ > |Uτ | or there exists a
nonempty subset X ⊂ G with |X | ≤ ⌊ ℓ−1ℓ + 1⌋ = 1 such that at least |Uτ | − ℓ + 1 terms of |Uτ | are all
from X . In view of (61), we see that the former is not possible, in which case the latter must hold, and
with |X | = 1. In other words,
h(Uτ ) ≥ |Uτ | − ℓ+ 1. (62)
Now (62) is equivalent to saying that there is some x0 ∈ [0, p− 1] such that all but at most ℓ− 1 terms
of Uτ have the form τα
x with x ≡ x0 mod p. However, since p = n+ = m+ | r + 1 follows from (29) in
view of ρ(P ) = 1 and the definition of m+, a short calculation shows that
H := {ταx : x ∈ [0, n− 1] and x ≡ x0 mod p} ∪ {α
y : y ≡ 0 mod p} ≤ G
is a subgroup of G having |H | = 2n−. Indeed, H = CG(ταx0 ) = 〈αp, ταx0〉, though we will not need this
fact.
Let UH | U be the subsequence of U with terms from H . In view of the two previous paragraphs, we
see that (62) is equivalent to saying
|U · UH
[−1]| ≤ |U ′α|+ ℓ− 1 = 2n
+ + n− − 4. (63)
As a result, we have
|UH | ≥ 2n
− + n+ − 1, (64)
for if (64) failed, then combining this with (63) and (47) would yield
n+n− + n+ + 1 ≤ |U | = |UH |+ |U · UH
[−1]| ≤ 3n+ + 3n− − 6,
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and then rearranging the above inequality and applying (45) and (46) yields the contradiction
0 ≥ n+n− − 2n+ − 3n− + 7 ≥ 3n− − 6− 3n− + 7 = 1.
Let x be a term from U · U
[−1]
H . If x ∈ 〈α〉, then x ∈ supp(U
′
α) and x can be included in a good
sequence. On the other hand, if x ∈ τ〈α〉, then x can be paired with any term from UH lying in τ〈α〉
and thereby included in a good sequence. In particular, if we know that there are at least t ≥ 0 terms of
U from H ∩ τ〈α〉, then U possesses a good subsequence R | U with ℓ(R) = min{t, |U · U
[−1]
H |}.
With these key facts finally established, we are now ready to finish the proof, which we do in 2 short
subcases.
Case 2.1. |U · UH
[−1]| ≥ n+ − 1.
Recall that H ∩〈α〉 = 〈αp〉 = Z(G) and that Uα ·U ′α
[−1]
is the subsequence of U consisting of all terms
from Z(G). Thus, in view of (64) and (48), we can find a subsequence U ′H | UH with Uα · U
′
α
[−1] | U ′H
and |U ′H | = 2n
−. Since Uα · U
′
α
[−1]
is the subsequence of U consisting of all terms from Z(G) = H ∩ 〈α〉,
since Uα · U
′
α
[−1] | U ′H and since supp(UH) ⊂ H , we see that
supp(UH · U
′
H
[−1]
) ⊂ H ∩ τ〈α〉. (65)
Since |U ′H | = 2n
− = |H |, applying Lemma 2.4 to U ′H yields a nontrivial, product-one subsequence R | U
′
H .
From Lemma 2.2, it follows that
π(U ·R[−1]) ⊂ G′. (66)
Since R | U ′H , we have
U · U ′H
[−1]
| U ·R[−1]. (67)
Since R | U ′H and U
′
H | UH , we have
U · UH
[−1] | U ·R[−1]. (68)
From (64), we find that
|UH · U
′
H
[−1]
| ≥ 2n− + n+ − 1− |U ′H | = n
+ − 1.
Consequently, it follows in view of (65) and (67) that there are at least n+ − 1 terms of U · R[−1] from
H ∩ τ〈α〉. Combining this with (68) and applying the argument given just above Case 2.1, it follows that
U ·R[−1] contains a good subsequence T | U ·R[−1] with ℓ(T ) ≥ min{n+−1, |U ·UH
[−1]|} ≥ n+−1, where
the latter inequality follows in view of the subcase hypothesis. But now, in view of (66), we can apply
Claim B to find that π(U ·R[−1]) is not just contained in G′, but must be equal to G′, so π(U ·R[−1]) = G′.
Hence U = R ·(U ·R[−1]) is a factorization of U into 2 nontrivial, product-one subsequences, contradicting
that U ∈ A(G) is an atom.
Case 2.2. |U · UH
[−1]| ≤ n+ − 2.
In this case, we can apply Claim A using T = U · UH
[−1] to find an ordering of U , say U∗ ∈ F∗(G)
with [U∗] = U , and an interval J ⊂ [1, |U |] such that
π(U∗) = 1, U · UH
[−1] | U∗
(
[1, |U |] \ J
)
and |J | ≥ |H | = 2n−.
In view of U · UH
[−1] | U∗([1, |U |] \ J), we have U∗(J) | UH . Thus U∗(J) ∈ F(H) with |U∗(J)| = |J | ≥
2n− = |H |. As a result, applying Lemma 2.4 yields a nontrivial, consecutive, product-one subsequence
R∗ in U∗(J) with |R∗| ≤ 2n−. Since U∗(J) | U∗ is also consecutive (as J ⊂ [1, |U |] is an interval), this
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means that R∗ | U∗ is a nontrivial, consecutive, product-one sequence in U∗ with U = [U∗] ∈ A(G) an
atom, in which case Lemma 2.1 ensures that R∗ = U∗. But then (47) and (45) give
2n− ≥ |R∗| = |U∗| = |U | ≥ n+n− + n+ + 1 ≥ 3n− + 4,
which is a proof concluding contradiction. 
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